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Selected Best In State
t
The -Murray Independent Schoel
System's program designed for gifted
and talented students, has been ranked
highest in the state of Kentucky by an
out-of-state review panel.
The local program, tagged Project
Independence by school officials, will
The Murray school system will
receive about $22,000, according to
Robert Glin Jeffrey, school superin-
tendent.
"We are very excited and delighted
by our ranking," Jeffrey added.
The Calloway County School System
be one of 50 programs for such students is to receive around $25,000, according
across the state receiving state funds. to Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway superin-
- The Miu ay pi vg ant- feeeived--29f)---jeadapt,.---He- added that $.35.000_ Fits
out of a possible 300 points in the review requested and officials did not state a
conducted by the three out-of-state--:.--=reinking for the Calloway program.
experts in the field of gifted and The goal of Project Independence is
talented students, who ranked the to create a stimulating and enriching





WASHINGTON API -- The House
Ways and Means Committee is urging
that expensive efforts to recover hard-
to-get oil be rewarded with a partial
exemption from the proposed "windfall
profits" tax on the oil industry.
The committee, rushing to finish
work this week on the new tax, also
recommended Tuesday an exemption
for certain oil owned by a state, city or
county. The main beneficiaries of this
ame4dment would be talifornia,
Alaska, Texas, Louisiana and
Oklahoma.
On the other hand, the panel voted to
tighten an exemption that President
Carter had recommended for certain
Alaska oil. This action would result in
the taxation of oil that was discovered
before 1979, north of the Arctic Circle.
Because of high development and
transportation costs, all oil discovered
-Irr-Ataska this year and later would
continue to be exempt.
The "windfall profits" tax was
proposed by Carter to take away some
of the billions of dollars of revenue that
will flow to the oil companies because of
his decision to phase out federal con-
trols on the price of domestic oil.
In other energy-related develop-
ments Tuesday:
—John F. O'Leary, deputy secretary
of energy, told a House subcommittee
that foreigners — not U.S. oil com—
panies — are responsible for gasoline
shortages and steadily rising fuel
prices.
—In the Senate, a package of con-
servation bills aimed at reducing U.S.
oil consumption by 1 million barrels
daily was introduced. _
—The Senate Appropriations Corn-
mittee recommended that Congress
grant the National Alcohol Fuels
Commission $1.5 million to look into
gasohol — a mix of alcohol and
:Unleaded gasoline.
—Service station owners, arguing
they are being -hurt-by- inflation, ap-
pealed to the Carter administration for
permisston to raise the price of gasoline
4 cents a gallon.
and talented students in the Murray
schools are encouraged and challenged
to explore their academic and creative
abilities and to become self-directed
learners.
The program includes students from
grades 1-12 and will consist of the
coordinator working with classroom
teachers to identify the gifted and
talented students, write individual
-plans for -Students' and - to
evaluate and select appropriate
materials. Field trips and community
and university resources also will be
used.
But the amount will not be what the
schools had anticipated.
total of 103 districts had applied for
a share of the $1 million appropriated
for the program for the 1979-80 school
year, with their requests totaling
nearly $3 million.
Jeffrey said the Murray school
system had requested $27,000.
The state Board_ for Elementary and
Secondary Education Tuesday ap-
proved a recommendation from the
Bureau of Instruction in the state
Department of Education to drastically
reduce the funds requested by the
districts in order to give more districts
a share of the money.
The state board accepted the
rankings by the out-ofstate ''readers,"
giving the funds to the top 50-ranked
districts. The board agreed that if any
the districts rejected the reduced
funding, the money would be offered to
the highest ranked district that had not -
received any funds.
The gifted and talented program was
approved by the 1978 General
Assembly, which provided $565,700 for
the 1978-79 school year. A total of walls of the pool by adhesive, had ap-
districts participated during the
recently concluded school year and 19
were approved for funding again next •
year.
Two districts, Bowling Green
See SCHOOL, ,
Page 14-A, Column 5
Judge To Empanel Grand Jury
In ProbeOf State Government
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API — U.S.
District Judge Bernard T. Moynahan
Jr. will officially begin empaneling a
special federal grand jury Thursday to
hear evidence from an investigation of
aueged wrongdoing in state govern-
ment.
The alleged scandal became a heated
issue in the recently Completed political
primary campaigns.
The special grand jury, which was
ordered by Moynahan five days before
the May 29 primary election, reportedly
will hear information gathered in a
lengthy federal investigation of state
government activities.
Moynahan will begin empanelment
proceedings with a charge to 100
prospective grand jurors from 18
central and east Kentucky counties.
The jury pool eventually will be
whittled to ZI under questioning by U.S.
Attorney Patrick Molloy and his staff.
At least 16 grand jurors are needed at
any given time .and 12 must concur
before returning an indictment. .
A special grand jury can meet for up
to three years, but the panel will set its
own schedule.
Molloy and his staff will be assisted
by Joe Lawless of the U.S. Justice
Department's public integrity section,
but little else about the proceedings has
been made public.
Molloy has been virtually silent on
the matter, refusing to answer any
questions about the grand jury's pur-
Ten Inducted Into MSU
Freshman Honor Society
Nine students and one faculty
member from Murray' State Univer-
sity, all of Calloway County, have
recently been inducted into the
University's chapter of Alpha lambda
Delta, a national honor society
recognizing freshmen for high
scholarship.
Members of the society must ac-
cumulate at least a 3.5 out of a possible
• 4.0 grade point-average-in their first.
Semester. New initiates incltdkJALana
Colson, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Odell
-
Colson, Murray, Route 2. a biology
major; Doug Crafton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arvin D. Crafton, 801, Sycamore
St., Murray, a business major;
Debbie Darnell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Darnell, 1627 Catalina
Drive, Murray, a computer science
major Tammy Jane Feltner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Feltner,
Murray, Route 2, an elementary and
special,education major; Delores Kay
Honchul, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert Honchul, Murray, Route 2, an
acciounting major; Susie Imes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Imes,
Alm°, Route .1, a medical technology
-91gorT.H- -
Tammy Melton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwane .Melton, 12 Riviera Courts,
Murray, a 'chemistry major; Carol
Montgomery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Montgomery, 1504 Tabard
Drive. Murray. an accounting major;
and Krista Ann Russell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Russell, 1202
Melrose, Murray, a physical education
and recreation major.
Miss Melton was also installed as
secretary to the chapter for the 1979-
1980 school year.
Suzanne M. Keeslar, of Almo, Route
1, an instructor of French in the
department of foreign languages at
Murray State, was initiated as an •
honorary member and installed as the
chapter's faculty adviser.
Members are active in Alpha
Lambda Delta during their sophomore
year.
City School Board -
To Hear Renovation,
Food Service Reports
Reports on food service and the
summer renovation program will
highlight the Thursday, June 14,
meeting of tlr Murray Independent
Board of Eddcation. The 7:30 p.m.
meeting will be held in the board office
building.
Glinda Jeffrey, director of food
-servAces wilI4ve that_report. In ad-
dition to routiiie- business matters,-
other items on the agenda are the
consideration of bonds for treasurer,
approval of a policy for the issuance of
checks, the band instrument leasing




Moynahan approved Molloy's ap-
plication for empanelment of a special
Teachers from area school system participated in a variety of activities in the Gifted and Talented program. In-cluded was a class taught by Dr. Bill Price held in the fall for university credit. The 14 teachers involved wrote a han-dbook 'What You Should Know About The Gifted, that was distributed to parents, school principals and schools.Pictured are Price (standing), (clockwise) Roger Casos, Peggy Brown, Betty Elkins (Marshall County) and [von Kelly.
Photo Br Kaye Peebles
Board Told Of Problem With Tile
Park Pool To Undergo Repair
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
'Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board were told by parks
director Gary Holtman at their meeting
Tuesday afternoon that the tile in the
medium-size swimming pool at the
park had come loose and contractors
have been contacted about the problem.
Hohman explained that the tile,
Which had been bonded to the concrete
parentiv come loose during the winter.
tie said that this was not uncommon in
this geographic area.
The problem was discovered when
Is were checked prior to their
opening. Hohman said the contractors
had recommended that a mixture of
concrete and white marble dust be
poured instead of the tile since there
was no way to seal the tile from water
and prevent a recurrence of the
problem. Estimates of the repair cost
were between $200 and $300, according
to Hohman.
Rick Cherry, pool manager, said that-
he was beginning to experience the
same difficulty with the larger pool.
However, he thought that he could keep
it in working condition through the
summer season with a caulking
compound. Board members agreed
that the large pool should be left open if
at all possible.
Work is scheduled to begin on the pool
Monday and should be completed in one
and one-half days. The pool should be
open again by Thursday, June 21.
Hohman said that arrangements had
been made with the two groups that
were scheduled to use the medium-size
pool. The Red Cross Learn-To-Swim
program-is-using the shallow end of the
large pool, • and the Murray swim team
will use the pool at the Murray Tennis
Center until June 21.
Cherry told the board that more than
400 people had used the pool on three of
the last seven days of operation.- To
date, 47 single passes and 54 family
passes have been sold for pool use.
Nine citations were issued by city
police last weekend to operators of
vehicles exceeding the 15 mph speed
• limit in the park, according to Hohman.
He said that speeding vehicles had
become a major problem and that the
safety of pedestrians was increasingly
threatened. One car was clocked by
police radar at 53 mph and another at 48
on the winding road leading to the
pools.
Board members will investigate the
possibility of deputizing present park
personnel so that speeding citations can
be issued.
Hohman also said that he had' been
informed that the employment of
Wanda Morris and Charlie-Scott, hired
on the CETA program, would be ended
after Sept. 30 according to CETA
regulations. The regulations call for the
termination of employment for anyone
who has been on the program for two
years.
The board said that it would ettempt
to keep Mrs. Morris, park bookkeeper,
and Scott, field foreman, on the staff.
Truckers' Strike Volence Spreads
By The Associated Pressgrand jury after receiving the man- A trucker's wife, was seriouslydatory letter from Philip B. Heymann wounded by a sniper's bullet inan assistant U.S. attorney general in ,Alabama early today as violenceThe "Justice Department's criminal spread in connection with atterriptS"hy
independent truckers to shut—To-In
highway cargo shipments.
Shots htve been fired at trucks in at
least six States in the last two days and
an industry official predicted more
gunfire as truckers stayed off the road
to protest fuel costs and--krad
regulations.
A sniper disabled two refrigerated
tractor-trailer rigs on Interstate 76 near
Kennesburg, Colo., and aniagr truck
was hit by two shots on Interstate 90
east of Sioux Falls, S.D., late Tuesday
night.
Alabama state troopers arrested six
persons early today for hurling rocks at
trucks at an intersection • on U.S. 78 at
Eldridge, Ala.. and a convoy of trucks
in Pennsylvania had traffic stacked up
' for eight miles on Interstate 80, bet-
ween the Danville and Buckhorn exits.
A 200-truck coriviiy- moved through
the Baltimore Harbor Tunnel this
morning. in Marylandh.--where 30
truckers were arrested Tuesday for
impeding traffic.
"You get violence when you string it
out," said Todd Spencer, a board
member of the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association of
America. "Nobody with big payments
can afford to stay out long."
But there was no encouragement
division.
Heymann's letter, contained in court
records here, said Molloy "has brought
to my attention certain allegations of
criminal activity within the State of
-Kentucky and possible related
violations of federal criminal statutes
In order to investigate these allegations
properly, there appears to be a need to
convene a special grand jury in your
(Moynahan's) district."
Molloy first requested the grand jury
in January 1978 and Heymann has
denied its approval was' delayed for
political reason's.
That charge was made repeatedly.
however, in the Democratic guber-
natorial primary campaign by Op-
ponents of Terry McBrayer, the
favorite of Gov. Julian M. Carroll. The
Justice Department fueled the
argument by refusing even to say
whether a federal probe had taker
place.
today's index 
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_Ckaring_ and mild _tonight.
Lows. in the low 613s. Thursday
mostly sunny, very warm and
humid. Highs in the upper 80s te
around 90.
from the head of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission who listened to 15
truckers' complaints for two hours
Tuesday and said he had sympathy but
no power to help.
"There's no way to wave a magic
See TRUCKERS.
Page 14-A, Column 5
Carroll Uses Home, Plane
Of Hazard Businessmen
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Gov.
Julian Carroll reportedly used an
airplane and a home owned by wealthy
Hazard businessmen_ during a recent
trip to Florida.
The Courier-Journal said today it
learned the governor stayed in a Fort
lauderdale ocean-front home owned by
L.D. Gorman, whose business activities
include large coal holdings in the upper
Kentucky River area of east Kentucky.
The newspaper quoted informed
sources as saying Carroll traveled in, a
:Cessna jet owned by another Hazard
coalman, -Andrew Adams.
Gary Auxier, the governor's press
secretary, Tuesday declined to discuss
Carroll's travel arrangements during
the Florida trip from May 31 to last
Saturday-. Before the trip, Auxier said
the plane and home were leased but
declined to give details.
Gorman, a- Republican, has received
two appointments from Democrat
Carroll — to the University of Kentucky
board of trustees and to the state
Judicial Nominating Commission.
Gorman is president of the Peoples
Bank of Hazard.
Adams 'Was described as a coal
millionaire -In 1978 news reporta-of'et -
legal fight- involving his sale of coal
holdings for $8.5 million.
Neither Gorman nor Adams could be
reached for comment, the newspaper
said.
When the governor left for Florida on
May 31, he was accompanied, ac-
cording to a news release, by state
Finance Secretary Roy Stevens,
Human Resources Secretary Peter
Conn, chief administrative assistant
Henry Vance, and Public 'Protection
and Regulation Secretary Mike Helton.
Jack Hall, the governor's chief
executive officer, was to join the group
later via a commercial flight..
Stevens on Tuesday declined to
confirm or deny the use of the Gorman
home and Adams plane.
Asked if he made payments toward a
lease, Stevens said, "The governor
made the arrangements and I'd have to
defer to him for any comment."
Others in the party could not im-
mediately be reached for comment..
AdvisoryCornmittee Sets Hearing
Murray's Citizen Advisory Corn-
mitt ee will hold the second of two
required public hearings at 7 p.m.
Monday, June 25, at City Hall, ac-
cording to city planner Steve Zea.
The meeting will allow citizen par-
ticipation and comments prior. to the
city's submission of the final Com-
munity Development application to We
Louisville area office of the -U.S.
Department. of Housing and Urban-





the grant application is June 30.
The two-year grant totaLs $996.910
with S 
y a .
500,00 amount 0 of that o allotted. for
this 
east of North Fourth Street,
that is bounded on the north and south
by Ash and Walnut Streets, commonly
known as the North Douglas Com-
munity, is Or target area for the
program.
The projett will involve the
acquisition and demolition of seven
dilapidated structures in the area and
the rehabilitation of 68 other dwellings.
Also included will be street 'recon-
struction, the addition of curbs, gutters
and sidewalks, tb( installation of some,
2,aotritoef of new lkiirtrt line including-7'r'
five .new fire hydrants and the con-
struction of an environmental screen
between the residential area and the
Tappan (7o.`s manufacturing plant.
Persons living in the target area who
wish to apply for grant funds to be used
in the upgrading of their homes will be
notified as to when and where to apply
for the grants. -A plan adnunistrator• •
and small staff will be hired to oversee
the program before it officially starts.
The city's pre-application states that-
93 percent of the Douglas Conununay
families are considered in the low in-
come bracket. More than 98 percent of
the total grant is scheduled to directly
reb snideenfittsTlo_!..lo_f_od_eraie incoie
HUD regulations require that grant
funds be used to address the needs of
low and moderate income persons.
--eliminate blight, and eliminate critical
health and safety problern.
•
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Problem digesting milk
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have -just found out I cannot
digest milk. Any advice you
can give me on this would be
greatly appreciated. My
doctor has me using Acido-
philus and 1 am ,OK, but I
can't use any other dairy
products such as butter, cot-
tage cheese and so forth. I
don't like to drink milk. I get
most of my calcium from
;o,lit_ajge cheese and butter.t_
health food store has
Acidophilus capsules and
Lact-ilid. Which of these is
best or is there something
else I can use? Is this some-
thing I will get over or will I
have it the rest of my life?
DEAR READER -
You're not as unusual as you
might think. About 80 per-
cent of the adults in most
ethnic groups have such a
• prAlh1Prrt .and about  10 Per-
cent of the Anglo-Saxon
-.adults have this problem--
The basic disorder is the
absence of sufficient enzyme
in the small intestine. This is
an enzyme that splits the
double sugar of milk into
single sugars so it can be
absorbed. When the sugar is
not split and absorbed, it
acts somewhat like a chemi-
cal laxative causing gas and
diarrhea.
I . am sending you The
Health Letter number 7-2,
Milk Products: Good And
Bad. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
Law-once E. Lamb, M.D.
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. -Box 1551; Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. It will give you consid-
erably more information on
the problem of milk intoler-
ance.
- There are some people
who have damage to the
cells in the intestine and loss
of normal bacterial flora
and develop intolerance to
milk because of this. These
, are .probably in the minori-
ty. Most people with this
problem inherit the tenden-
cy.
Acidophilus has been
highly promoted and it may
have some beneficial
effects. The rigid scientific
testing that's necessary to
chnw how much g.QQ11 it does,
if any, has really not been
- reported to date. Certainly if
it does any good, it will have
to be because of an enzyme
liberated by the Acidophilus
in the milk itself before it's
digested.
Enzymes are proteins and
the acid digestive juices in
the stomach will start break-
in them down before they
haTe a chance to take any
action. Also, the idea of
increasing the types of bac-
teria that are in the colon
isn't very practical from the
point of view of milk intoler-
ance. The absorption of the
7:15,9:30
& 2:30 Sun. 
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milk sugar is in the small
intestine, not the colon. The
small intestine is relatively
free of bacteria.
Lact-Aid is an enzyme and
it acts on the double sugar in
the milk before you drink it.
It splits the double sugar
just in the same way that the
enzyme does this in your
small intestine.
Cottage cheese will have
less lactose in it than milk
simply because of the fer-
mentation process and the
elimination of a certain
amount of the double sugar
in the liquid whey. How
much double sugar the cot-
tage cheese contains de-
pends a lot on how it's made
and whether you can toler-
ate it or not depends a lot on
how severe your enzyme








Mrs. Martha Jen Delacey,
Rt. 5 Cadiz, Mrs. Nita J. Head,
Bx. 2438 University Station,
Murray, Lisa Earhart, Rt. 3
Bx. 269 Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Kathy S. Frizzell and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7 Benton, Mrs.
Deborah K. Cossey and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 271 Murray,
Mrs. Brenda S. Estes, 1118
Circarama Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Sarah Bennett, 127 Garland
Ave. Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Nora
Kathleen Brewer, Rt. 1 Bx. 160
Hardin, Mrs. Earlene C.
Futrell, B-4 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Carol L. Holt,
Rt. 1 Bx. 118 Hazel, Mrs. Gail
J. Darnall, Rt. 9 Benton,
linslev , Alpha Mae - Coo
k, E-13 Fox
•
I hate to disillusion you but 
and (;reg Ahart Wilson
y6u-te-not going to get any------W---and- Mrs. James--Ladlaz . Tinsley of Millis Texas..and_....-
Significant amounts of cal Mrs. H. . Wilson of Murray announce the engagement and - -
cium from butter. It's all fat approaching marriage of their daughter and son, Miss
a little water. Kristin Dianne Tinsley and dreg Ahart Wilson.
The bride-elect, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Verbal
Gearner and Mrs. Herman Tinsley and the late Mr. Tinsley,
Dallas, Texas, is a graduate of Lake Highlands High School
and attended Texas Women's University. She is with Corgan
Associates in Dallas.
Mr. Wilson is the son of the late H. W. (Stub) Wilson of
Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs. Jasper D. Ahart and the
late Mr. Ahart, and of Mrs. Loyd Wilson and the late Rev.
Loyd Wilson of Murray. He is an account executive with
Barnett Tele Directors National Yellow Page Advertising
Agency, Dallas.
The wedding is planned for Saturda.y, Aug. 18, at 11 a.m. at
the De Golyer Estate, 8525 Garland Road, Dallas, Texas.
All friends and relatives a:-e invited to attend the wedding.
and
LARGEST urr
NEW YORK (AP) - New
York's World Trade Center
boasts the largest' vertical
transportation system in the
world.
The system has 240 miles of
hoist, governor and com-
pensation ropes, 37 miles of
selector drive tapes, 40 miles
of boistway traveling cables




FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 14,
1979
What kind - of • day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pay attention to the needs of --
friends, but avoid lending
money. A busy round of social
activity has both ups and
downs.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) tii(11$7-
Plenty of action on the
career front requires level-
headed thinking. Watch im-
pulse and too much ego. Listen
to opinions of others.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20 (
Your mind is definitely in
other places. Don't let distant
affairs keep you from doing a
good job at work. Watch
judgment re finances.'
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
Keep priorities in mind
before spending. Your best bet
is to minimize extravagance
and concentrate on wor-
thivTille expenditures.
LEO
(July 23 to- Aug. 22
Erratic behavior on the part
of a close one keeps you in




-( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 ) "r
You'll accomplish much at
work if you stay clear of
gossip. Just tend to your own
business. Don't let a friend
talk your ear off.
LIBRA
( Sept. 2$ to Oct. 22(
Leisure activity could prove
costly. Set a limit re spending.
Romance and social life could
cause you to be careless with
money.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ntzol•
Domestic decisions may
spark disagreements. Pay
attention to the opinions of
other family members. Don't
let arguments occur.
SAGITTARIUS se'r
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A busy day on the phone and
writing letters. You're
talkative, but avoid a verbal
war With a co-worker and
differences about finances.
CAPRICORN Ate
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Though career ventures can
produce added income. dif-
ficulties are likely to ensi.e
with friends over money.iTOYe
to maintain harmony.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Co-workers, higher-ups and
possibly family members
could take offense to your
manner, yet the same
demeanor works wonders with
a love interest.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A day you'd prefer to spend
by yourself, but constant
interruptions are liable to
interfere with the work you
planned to accomplish.
YOU BORN TODAY dislike
routine work but must rise
above a tendency to be ex-
pedient. Your best _success_
comes by remaining in touch
with your ideals. Then, you
make a fine spokesman for the
causes you believe in. Your
dramatic nature attracts you
to exciting occupations. Law,
politics, and brokerage are
likely to keep you stimulated
and interested. In business,
you gravitate towards taking
chances, and in the arts, you'd
excel in the theater and as a
writer. Translate your
restlessness to the mental
plane and you'll go far. Bir-
thdate of: Burl Ives, actor;
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
writer; and Pierre Salinger,
politician.
The establishment of the
United States Mint was
authorized in 1792.
Meadows, Murray, Ronald C.
Parrish, Rt. 6 Bx. 282-A Paris,
Tenn., Mrs., Clara Thorn, Rt. 1
Bat. 82 Alrnii„-itiri--Itoyce A.
Gordon, 2109. Brookhaven




- Mrs. Gary Brent Newport, a
recent bride, was honored
with a tea shower at the
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist 'Church on a May
afternoon.
Hostesses for the occasion
Were Mesdames Frank Cole,
George Carter, Jess Latimer,
Wallace Lassiter, Brooks
Underwood, Frank Turner,
Paryip.. Craig, Robert R.
Craig, Reuben Chrisman, and
John Trotter.
The honoree; her mother,
Mrs. James Davenport, and
the groom's mother, Mrs.
Brent Newport, and grand-
mother, Mrs. Orin Ctirisman,
were each presented with pink
carnation corsages.
The honoree opened her
many gifts, after which fruit
punch, cake, nuts and mints
were served from crystal
appointments. The table was
centered with an arrangemtnt
of various colored roses in an
antique cut glass bowl.
Poplar Spring
Presents Programs
The Poplar -Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westvie*
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the May meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
were the Rici.-11-onnie Adams,
Freida Adams, Lori Adams,
Ruby Fannin, Clayborn
McCuiston, Laurene
McCusiton, Etta Dick, Guy
Dunn, Earl Van Natter, Sally
Van Natter, Mildred thorn-
pson, Lois Smith, Cloia
Campbell, Kay Taylor, Qiis
Lovins, Muria! Wright, and
Everts.
The Rev. Adams gave the
devotional comments from
John 21. A duet was sung by
Pat Warren and Earl Van
Nand, with the latter leading
the closing prayers.
HAZEL MB OFFICERS - Mrs. George E. Wynn, left, Marion, recording
 secretary and
past governor of First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's 
Clubs, spoke
17th meeting held at the Hazel Community Center. Installed were, left to
 right, Mrs.
new offiFers /it the Mayat the meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club and.installed the
Dale Nance, president; Mrs. Tommy Paschall, first vice president; Mrs. St
eve Knott,
corresponding secretary; and Mrs. James Latimer, treasurer. Mrs. Wynn was 
introduced
Mrs. Nancy Simpson,second vice president Mrs. Hughes Bennett, recording secretary;
by Mrs. Harold Wilkinson. Refreshments were served by Mrs, Jackie Butterwort
h and
Mrs. Simpson to the 13 members and four guests - Mrs. Wynn, Mrs. Mabel 
Tobin, Mrs.
William Gerald Paschall, and Terry Paschall, winner Of die 4100 scholarshi
p given by
the club. t
Rt. 6 Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Pauline E. Jones, 1701 Ryan
Murray, Dennis Jay Thomas,
CR Bx. 47-A New Concord,
James P. Spurlock, 700 Broad
St. Murray, Stephen E.
Horwood, Rt 4 Bx. 151 Murray,
Terry A. Williams, Rt. 1 Bx.
195 Murray, Mrs. Avis
Roberta Myers, Rt. 5 Bx. 2265
Murray, Mrs. Sharon M.
Mabe, Rt. 2 Bx. 283
Palmersville, Tenn., Mrs.
Lochie B. Hart, 1313 Payne
Murray, Mrs. Mary Euple
Thurman, 108 North .9th St.
Murray, Mrs. 011ie R. Smith,
Rt. 1 Almo, Preston Y.
Brandon, Rt. 1 Hazel, _Mrs.
Reba V. Alexander, Rt: 1
Hardin, Wi,nfred Allison, Bx.
97. Hardin, Mrs. Van Alice
Fitts, 901 Fairlane Murray.
Mrs. Hontas Hutson, 715
Poplar Murray, Mrs. Velma




Adams, Baby Girl (Sherla ),
Rt. 8 Bx. 1145, Murray,
Richardson, Baby Boy f Sue).
Ht. 2, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Barbara.A. Pryor, Rt.
1 Hickman, Mrs. Henrietta
Nobles, 711 Elmore, Paris,
Tenn., Howard F. Wendt, Rt. 7
Bx. 630, Murray, Justin S.
Crouch, Rt. 1 Bx. 214, Murray,
Manly J. Gilbert: 105 N. 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Debbie G.
Tidwell, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Betty S. Dodd, 913 N. 18th,
Murray, Jerry D. Fox, Rt. 4
Murray, Glenda K. Vasseur,
301 N. 16th, Murray, Mrs.
Jewelle L. Walston, Rt. 2 Bx.
98, Murray, Mrs. Katherine
Jones, 402ks N. 1st Murray,
Mrs. Dana G. Hughes, Rt. 1
Farmington, Mrs. Rita R.
Cavitt, C2 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Debbie K. Johnson,
Rt. I -Murray, Mrs. Nellie M.
Holt, Rt. 1 Bx. 239 Dexter,
Charles M. Baker, 1207
Crestwood, Murray, Earl. W.
Crick, •Rt.-.2 Bx. 110, Murray,
Mrs. Sue W. McKinney, Bx.
1244, Paris, Tenn., Russell L.
Orr, Rt. 2 Bx. 165 Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara C.
Lemonds, Rt. 1 Bx. 291, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Janice C. Parker
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5 Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Debra K. Harper,
216 Woodlawn, Murray,
William B. Norman, Rt. 2 Bx.
209, Murray, Fred Smith, 736
Nash, Murray, Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1 13x. 175A,
Murray, Mrs. Mittie I.
Roberts, Rt. 5 Bx. 160,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth H.
Johnston, 808 Main, Murray,
George W. Sparks, 309 N.
Porter, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Floy Caldwell, Rt. 3, Murray,





( Regina, Rt. 1 Bx. 465A,
G ilbertsville_
DISMISSALS
Mrs: Carolyn A. Brewer and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3 Benton, Mrs.
Myrtle L. Stubblefield and
Baby Girl, 911 Riggins, Paris,
Tenn., James Ft. Bailey, Rt. 1
Bx. 87, Murray, Mrs.
Katherine S. Outland, Rt. 2
Bx. 285, Murray, Mrs
Patricia L Tharpe, Rt. 1
Hazel, Joe H. McKendree, Bx
85, Dexter, Obie J. Mitchuson,
Dexter, -Larry E. Scott, 1505
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs
Audra Bell,, Rt. 1 Murray ,
Mrs. Hazel I. Johnson, Rt. 2
13x.. 252, Murray, Karol J,..
Scruggs, 13.x. 36/, -Murray,-
William J. Ryan, 1715 Wiswell.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Mapes and Baby Boy, Rt. 2
Bx. 110 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Margie C.IPaschall, 503 S. 8th,
Murray, Tommy F. Noonan,
205 S. 16th, Murray.
Victoria Day was first ob-
served in 1902, 16 months after
the death of the queen. The
holiday was held on May 24,
Victoria's birthday, until 1952
when it was changed to the
first Monday preceding May
25.
WINS HONOR-Crowned as Miss Majorette of the Cotton
Carnival 1979 at Memphis. Tenn., was Michelle Spann, eight
year old daughter of Ann and Robert Spann of Murray. She
competed in modeling, strut, and solo for ages 7 to 9. She
pose i here with her pageant trophy and second place trophy
for bask strut, third place trophyrfor open solo, and third
place trophy for fancy strut.












The Frame House Gallery Artist
Also
Ken Holland - Neal Holland - Don Ensor and many others.
So give father a gift that grows in value each year - -























Wilcox, Baby Boy Cathy),
Rt. 1 Bx. 362, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sherry E. Lindsey, 711
Lockridge, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mary H. Smclair, 1807 College
Farm Rd. Murray, Mrs.
Brenda C. Pepper, 206 Houton,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Sara J.
West, Rt. 1 fix. 416A,
Mayfield, Edwin E. Beach,
Rt. 1 Bx. 65, Alm:), Ida B.
Hargraves, -Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Tennessee A. Outland, Rt. 3
Bx. 374, jiairray, Ira Shultz,
Rt. 1 Hazel:Commie E. Cain,
Rt. 1 Bx. 67, Almo, Mrs.
Robbie A. Harrison, 215 S.
13th, Murray, Mrs. Mary L..
Baker, 1207 Poplar, Murray,




Waddell, Baby Boy Bar-
bara), Rt. 5 Bx. 658, Murray.
Dismissals
ma*, sheer, A Dobsan,)11,
Paris, Tenn., Sherry D.
Martin, Rt. 3 Cadiz, Mrs. Sue
E. Richardson, Rt. 2 Benton,
Mrs. Sherla J. Adams, Rt. 8
Bx. 1145, Murray, Robert C.
Satterwhite, Rt. 2 Bx. 49,
Hazel, Jennifer G. Morrison,
Rt. 3 Bx. 278, Murray, Dr.
Richard Cunningham, 1005
County Cork Dr. Murray,
Ronald E. Burkeen, Rt. 4.
Murray, Connie West, Rt. 1
Sedalia, James R. Chambers,
Rt. 3 Bx. 297, Murray.
FRIUELL GIRL
A baby girl, Holly Oleta,
weighing nine pounds three
ounces, was born to Joel and
Kathy Frizzell, Benton Route
7, on Wednesday, May 23, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
• They have - another
daughter, Heather Marie.
Grandparents are Sileta
Frizzell of Benton Route 7 and
the late Arlie Frizzell, and
Tom and Julie Dunn of Calvert
City. Great grandparents are
Mrs. 011ie Frizzell, Mrs.
Nanny Cope, and Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Dunn.
NEW OFFICER11E, Delaine Honchul of Murray
was elected to the office of
members-at-large for Gamma




The east garden of the
Governors Mansion in
Jackson, Miss., was the set-
ting for the three p.m.
ceremony uniting Susan
Harris Roubique and Clyde
Stephen Wingert in marriage.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Harris of
Jackson, and Mr. and Mrs. K.
D. Wingert of Memphis,
Tenn., formerly of Murray.
The Rev. Edward Pruett of
Kansas City, Mo., officiated at
the double ring ceremony
before the white gazebo
flanked with baskets of spring
flowers and emerald ferns.
Hurricane lamps with ivory
satin bowsmarked the bridal
path.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, wore a formal,
Grecian styled ivory gown of
quiana with butterfly sleeves
and full pleated skirt edged
with a narrow band of lace.
She wore a spray of ivory
sweetheart roses and babys
breath in her hair. She carried
a bouquet of ivory sweetheart
roses, babys breath and
stephonalis tied with ivory
satin streamers.
Miss Jane Schilling served
as maid of honor. She wore a
mauve quiana gown designed
with blouson waist line,
butterfly sleeves and pleated
skirt. She wore miniature pink
carnations and baby's breath
in her hair. Also her bouquet
was pink and burgundy
carnations and babys breath
tied with burgundy satin
streamers.
Mr. Wingert served his son
as best man. Ushers were
Mike Lovelace and Travis
Murphree of Batesville.
Mrs. Harris chose for her
daughter's wedding an aqua
chiffon gown. Mrs. Wingert
wore a gown of blossum
chiffon. Both mothers wore
corsages of ivory sweetheart
roses. Mrs. J. A. Dullard,
grandmother of the bride,
wore a pale green qulana
gown. Her corsage was pink
carnations.
Mrs. Betty Rosenbaum,
harpist, presented music for
both the wedding and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Stephen it ingert
reception. a--
Reception
The reception was held in
the Governors Mansion.
Bouquets of spring flowers
were used in the receiving
rooms. The bride's table held
a three tiered ivory wedding
-take , topped with fresh
miniature carnations. The
groom's cake was spiced
petits fours topped with
chocolate roses.
Assisting and receiving
were Mrs. Louis Temple of
Clinton, Mrs. Omar Craig of
Oxford, Mrs. Dean Williams,
Mrs. Robert Rodgers, Mrs.
Travis Murphree of
Batesville, Mrs. James
Wilkerson of Newbern, Tenn.,
Mrs. Robert Champion of
Memphis, Tenn., Miss Beth
Temple and Miss Tracye\
Temple of Clinton, and. Mi
Deanne Craig of Oxford.
Upon return from their
honeymoon the newlyweds
will make their home in
Jackson, Miss. Mr. Wingert is
a graduate of the University of
Mississippi. He has been a
aide to Governor Cliff Finch
for the past 3it years.
Rehearsal Dinner
The parents of the groom .
entertained the wedding party
and out of town guests with a
rehearsal dinner at the Capitol
CIty Petroleum Club on the
eve of the wedding.
Bridal Brunch
A bridal brunch was given
at Primos Northgate the
morning of the wedding'.
Hostesses were Mrs. Omar
Craig, Mrs. Louis Temple,





By Abigail Van Buren1975b7 Cr,cm Tf,buna N NII•VS Sync, Inc
DEAR ABBY: A reader asks, "How do I get back with
No.1?" Here's how I did it. My wife and I had been divorced
for three months.
. 1 missed her like crazy, so 1 sent flowers with a note, "I
miss you, Baby. Love, Allen."
She phoned to thank me, and asked if I wanted to stop by
that evening. I went. We talked and cried and hugged and
kissed. Then I asked it I could spend the night. She said,
"Not tonight. I have a headache." We both had a good laugh
because that was a private joke between us.
We admitted that we still loved eh other, and decided to
try again. It's been 14 years and we're still in love.
L.A. LOVE STORY
DEAR ABBY: I married the same woman three times!
She -Nur-two husbands in between marriages anc1-1-hati three
wives. --
The only ones who came Out ahead were the lawyers.
Take my advice and move out, cool off, separate if
necessary, but don't get a divorce unless you're positive you
never want to see each other again.
ALSO SORRY IN FRESNO
DEAR ABBY: I'm only a 13-year-old kid, but I've been
through a lot. My mother divorced my father when I was 8.
I can't count the number of times she went back to him
because she thought it would be better for us kids. It wasn't.
Tell the lady who divorced her husband to stay divorced un-
til she can find a man who will give her a better life than her
first husband.
CHILD OF DIVORCE
DEAR ABBY: Tell SORRY IN ST. JO, who is considering
remarrying her ex, to forget it.
I married the man I said no to half a dozen times. He was
the world's smoothest salesman. I finally said yes. He drank
and chased, so I divorced him two years later. He wouldn't
leave me alone, so like a fool I let him talk me into marrying
him again. It didn't work out.
I'm free now. I hear he went to Australia. I hope he stays
there.
STUCK TWICE
DEAR ABBY: I'm a man who remarried my ex. It was
dumb. I made the same mistake twice.
ROY IN WOBURN, MASS.
DEAR ABBY: Tell SORRY IN ST. JO not to remarry her
ex unless the reason they split up has been resolved.
Gary and I were very much in love when we married. Our
problem was too much family interference on both sides.
After 10 years and three children, they succeeded in break-
ing up our marriage. We couldn't live without each other, so
we decided to move away from both families and try again.
We moved from New Jersey to California 10 years ago,
and couldn't be happier.
HAPPY TRANSPLANTS
4 Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Bot 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
. Wednesday. June 13 Thursday., June 19
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the MuriTy
Lodge Hall. All members are
urged to attend.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
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Swim Party and Barbecue Women of the Northfor grades five through eight Pleasant Grove Cumberlandwill be held from 5 to 7:30 p.m. Presbyterian Church areat the Murray' Country Club. scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.Each member may invite one with Emma Dean Lawson.guest. Persons are asked to
note change in date from the
original planning.
• 
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:3() -p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m.
at the Murray Country Club.
First of four summer
orientation sessions for new
freshmen and transfer
students will be held at
Murray State University. For
information call 762-2896.
Welcome Wagon Club
members and their families
will meet at 6:30 p.m. for a
spaghetti supper at Pagliai's
Restaurant. For reservations
call Evelyn Tapp, 753-7981.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled to meet at
Triangle Inn at 6 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
present a show at old beach
area at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Johnson And Dodd.
Vows To Be Read
Final plans have been
completed by Kimberly Jan
Johnson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James S. Johnson of
Murray Route 8. and Ernest
Gene Dodd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene M. Dodd of
Murray, for their wedding on
Friday, June 15, at 7 p.m. in
the sanctuary of the Goshen
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Julian Warren will
officiate at the ceremony.
Miss Audrey Conley will be
the pianist with Theresa
Walker as vocalist and Dave
Latto playing the guitar.
Miss Johnson has chosen
Brenda Adams as her maid of
honor, and Sandra Crittendon
and Susie Crittendon as
bridesmaids. Tabethia
Johnson, niece of the bride,
will be the flower girl.
Mr. Dodd has chosen Roger
Sarile to serve as his best
man. Groomsmen will be
Allen Stone and Greg Morgan,
cousin of the groom. Mickey
Bogard will serve 'as ring
bearer.
Don Johnson, brother of the
bride-elect, and Terry Lovett,
t_lzer-in-law of the groom-_
elect, will Si-tire-41i usTiffs-7—
Miss Rhonda Garland,
coastiaaof the bride-elect, will
plaide at the guest register.• reception will follow the
ceremony' in the fellowship
hall of the church with Mrs.
Donna Johnson and Miss
Vanessa Stone, sister-in-law
and cousin respectively of the
bride-elect, serving the
guests.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the rec'eption.
DARNALL BOY
Brad Thomas is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Edward aDarnall of Benton
Route 5 for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds four
ounces, measuring 2014 in-
ches, born on Thursday, May
10, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son.
Chad Edward, Va.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Darnall and J. C.
Darnell of Benton and Mrs.
Kitty Cope of Hardin. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse West of Paducah
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Daruall of Benton.
— A Work! Administrative
Radio Conference opens in
Geneva, Switzerland, in





Thursday, June 14 .
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at the Murray Lodge Hal at
7:30 p.m. for the annual
election of officers. All Royal
Arch Masons are urged to
attend.
Practice sessions for
members of the Murra-
Calloway County Swim Team
not in Swim Clinic will be at
Murray Tennis Centel- Pool.
Animal Tracks program
will start at 2 p.m. at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
"Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre in the
"Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admissionis 
$2.50 for adults, $1.50 'for
children and adults over 65.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 pzel4or




Club will meet at the home Of
Mrs. Clyde Miller at 7 p.m




teachers will open today and
continue through June 29 at
Murray State University. For
information call Dr. Phil
Deaver.
"The Taming of the Shrew"
will be presented t)
Playhouse in the Park at the
New City-County Park at 8
p.m.
First Baptist Church Wall
Council meeting will be at I
p.m. in the Conference Room
oi the church.
Friday. June 15
American Legion-Post N, 
329 will have a special called




Twilight Golf with Faira
Alexander in charge will begin
at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. —
"The Taming of the Shrew"
will be presented by
Playhouse' in the Park at the
New City-County Park at 8
p.m.
Twin —takers Good Sam
Camping Club will hold its
monthly campout at
Columbus Belmont State Park
with Bill and Norette Hill in
charge of arrangements. A
supper of sandwiches, salads.
and desserts will be served on
Saturday night.
North Murray Homem-
makers Club will meet at 11:30
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Highway 641
North.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and caH 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
r- "Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
8:30 p.m. at the Kenlake State
Park.
Twilight Caberet will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Education workshop for
elementary and secondary
teachers will be at Youth
Station, Land Between the
Lakes. For information call
Dr. John Taylor, Murray State
University.
Saturday. June 16
Murray Shrine Club will
have a potluck picnic at ttie
Kenlake State Park pavillion
at 4:30 p.m. for Priners and
their wives or guests.
Square and round dancir
will) be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The United States Congress
established the U.S. Coast
Guard in 1790.
Lexington. Mac is post master
at New Concord. While they
were there they attended
several banquets, enjoyed a
Monte Carlo Night, and also
toured the C. V. Whitney
Estate.
+++
Ellen Harrell has been
entertianing her house guests
by taking them to OpryLand in
Nashville, Tenn., a little
exercise, a bit of bridge. Her
mother, Carrie White, her
sister, Carolyn Ibert; and a-
friend, Florence Bankston, all
of Hammond, La., were in
Murray at the Harrell home
last week. As Ellen is an
exercise nut, she even had
them out jogging at the high




returned to their home in
Riverwood after a Week of sun
and sand in Panama City, Fla.
+++
The National Speech
Tournament is set for next
week in Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Mark Austin and Debbie.
Geurin, winners of the State
Speech Tournament, will be
competing. Janice Austin and
Mark Etherton will ' drive
them ttO for the competition.
Good luck!! Bring home .the
trophies.
+++
The Library Staff, headed
by Margaret Trevathan,
entertained the Trustees and
their mates with a delightful
country flavored dinner party.
We laughed and said one of the
qualifications for working at
the library must be to piss
cooking with flying colors.
They are all wonderful cooks
and we had a great time.
Afterwards Jane Bailey and
Ren Lyes led us in some fun
group singing.
+++
Patsy and George Oakley
and daughters, Catherine and
Elizabeth, thought they would
have an uneventful flight ,
home from Dallas on Sunday
evening. Instead when they
arrived at the airport to board
the plane, they were told their •
flight was cancelled, the only
minor problem, the flight
attendants put their luggage
_gart another plane and away it
went. So they are home, after
B.'. RAINEY 4PPEk i4)\
There is much coming and
going in Murray these days as
this is vacation time.
+++
Annette Alexander has just
returned from Florida after
driving down with her
daughter, Gay, to her new job
on Captivia, off the coast of
Fort Myers. Gay is working in
a beautiful resort area there
where the employees have
their own swimming pool to
enjoy after working hours.
They also can use the other
facilities such as the golf
course and the tennis courts.
Gay is rooming with a girl
from Smith College and there
are several girls from the
University of Kentucky where
Gay will be a junior next year.
+++
Millie and Timothy "Mac"
Graves had a wonderful time
recently when they attended_
the Post Master's convention
held at the Hyatt-Regency a fun four days with George's- --
sister, Mary Jo, and her
husband in that beautiful city
of Dallas. Keep your fingers
crossed and maybe their
luggage will turn up in a few
days.
+++
Have you driven out by Oaks.
Country' Club recently? Do
your eyes a favor and drive by
and see the perfectly land-
scaped yard and grounds of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Latimer. The trees and
surrounding area make
perfect setting for this home,:




Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Perry, Country Trace, Beni
ton, are the parents of a. baby
boy, •Andrew William,,
weighing eight pounds 13
ounces, measuring 20 inchesi
born on Thursday, May 10, a.
the Western Baptist Hospitalp:4
Paducah.
His father is the Marshal;
County - Attorney and hi
mother is on leave from the
Marshall County School
System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Perry of Brewers;
Great grandparents are Andy
Edwards, qmsonia, Mrs. 110




Here they ore Some of the world's most beautif ul
diamonds at unbelievably low prices Come in and
see f or yourself You'll be stunned with the
brilliance Arriozerkt the values
MANAS in Paducah . MICHELSON'S






































SET OR A BAND
Rag5 $1195NOW
A CLUSTER OF 7
FIERY DIAMONDS
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7 Gal. Save 19'







Banquet 32 oz. 10 pc. Neat & Serve
Fried. Chicken $239
Frosty Acres Cut

















3 Lbs. Or More
Pro-Leauger
Wieners


















































John Wayne might not have
likedit but he had become a
cult figure long before he died.
James Dean and Elvis Presley
were cult centers among
younger, more rebellious men
and women. And it seems the
height of emotional devotion
came to them only after their
deaths.
But Wayne was a folk hero
during his lifetime to those who
saw in the big, swaggering ac-
tor the epitome of what a man





played had human weaknessest
but they were compensated for
by aggressiveness, bravery
and being on the right side of
things.
Whether he was storming a
beach at two Jima, leading a
posse throagh the pass, diving
through shirk-filed waters af-
ter buried treasure or spanking
his reluctant wife he filled a
Walter Mitty place in the lives
of millions who knew that there
was a role for them far beyond
the office desk.
John Wayne was a cliche, and
a welcome cliche during an era
of disturbance when many
dreamed of drawling a few wor-
ds and then swivel-hipping into
danger, and the devil take the
hindmost.




I would like to take this opportunity to
thank you for your help and time for our
National Run For Life Day in Paducah
on May 19th.
• We had 126 runners from Western
Kentucky, Southern Illinois, and
Western Tennessee. Our total pledges
by the sponsors of these runners was
$8,409.00. The final collected amount for
the American Heart Association cannot
be determined at this time.
Again, we thank you for your support




1-1. S. C. Van Curnn
- The Winners
And Losers
Add to this unknown factor is theOne Democrat wag ohsefved the
other day that "Louie B. Nunn was the large number of voters who are
big loser in last week's primary elec- registered independent and did not
have the opportunity to register theirton."
Of course, he was referring to the fact preference in the primary. Then, there
that John Young Brown Jr. beat Terry are a lot of people who are registered
McBrayer, the candidate su pporedlif-.-44efriocrats so they can vote In local
Gov. Julian Carroll.
Fact of the matter is MsBrayer came
in a poor third behind former Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane. It goes without
saying that Sloane would have been a
very formidable candidate against the
Republicans in November.
It was no secret that the Republicans,
given their choice, would have chosen
McBrayer at3 Nunn's opponent in the
fall election\ It's a lot easier to beat a
candidate._ supported by a discredited
administration than it is to defeat a new
face on the scene and that is what John
Young Brown Jr. brings to the voters in
November.
However, the Republicans may gain
some ciaurage from the fact that Brown
garnered only slightly more than 30 per
cent, of the Democrat votes in the
primary, the remainder divided among
four other candidates who staged
strong campaigns. That's just how
mixed-up the Democrat primary was.
Most experienced observers agree that
Brown won the race in the last two
weeks of the primary campaign, nffd -
the undecided voters picked Brown as
the potential winner.
Now, Brown's problem is to gather
the party back together to present a
united front against the Republicans.
Just how hard a task that is going to be
remains to be seen. There are still
plenty of dissidents out there.
_
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primaries, but „ prefer--; to vote
Republican in the fall. _
Most observers agree that the
electorate has had about all of the
political campaigning they want for a
while, and it might be judicious of Nunn
to spend some weeks in building a
stronger organization for the
November race instead of continuing
the campaign-through these two hot
summeroTthnths, 'or three months of
June, July and August.
Nunn's objective is very clear. He
must persuade a lot of registered
Democrats to vote for him, along with a
lot of Independents and the
Republicans if he is to Win. Democrats
outnumber Republicans about 2 to 1 in
Kentucky.
Of course party-line voting went out
years ago. But there is still enough
party-line strength to put the
Democrats at a decided advantage over
republicans in November.
Another question is can Brown carry
his whirlwind media-type campaign,
with, glamour and certain show-
business touches to it to a sustaining
drive through November or will it falter
along the way.
He does have a lot of due bills laid up
with the National Democratic Party,
for he is the one, who a few years ago,
dreamed up the idea of a fund-raising
telethon to raise funds to erase its
deficit. The Party didn't approve of the
idea of having to guarantee cost of the
television time, so Brown underwrote it
himself. The telethon proved a success.
It's still too early to make any
assessment of how successful Brown
and his running mates are going to be in
drawing the Democrats together. First
off, the other candidates were not
linked on slates with Brown or any of
the other four major Democrat can-
didates for governor.
They were out there fighting their
own battles. As was expected those in
other constitutional offices who play the
musical chairs game were successful.
These are Frances Jones pill, Drexel!
Davis, and James Graham in this
category ork,the ballot.
They had to fend for themselves in
the primary, but they probably will
welcome any help they can get frorn the
head of their ticket in November.
e Cams" inns son*.
EARTON
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. H
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-additrssed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran and I
am due to finish my vocational
rehabilitation program soon. Will I
receive any assistance from the VA
upon completion? S.B.
A. Yes you will. Upon being placed in
a rehabilitated status, you will receive
a two-month lump sum payment of your
subsistence allowance to assist you
financially. The VA can also assist you
in many ways in finding suitable em-
ployment. This assistance will . be
provided by your vocational
rehabilitation specialist.
HEARTLINE: I recently had to go to
the hospital for some tests. The hospital
admitted me as an outpatient. Does
Medicare cover outpatient hospital
services? L.T.
A. After the $60.00 deductible has
been met, Medicare takes care of 80 per
cent of the remaining reasonable
charges for all covered outpatient
hospital services you receive.
The hospital will apply for the
Medicare payment and will charge you
.for any part of the $60.00 deductible you
have not met plus 20 per cent of the
remaining reasonable charges for the
outpatient services.
If the charge is $60.00 or lest and the
hospital cannot determine how much of
the $60.00 deductible you have met, then
the hospital may ask you to pay the /
entire bill. If you pay the bill, any .
i
Medicare payments that are due will be I
paid directly to you. Except in unusual/
circumstances, the hospital Wit,
prepare the Medicare claim for you. tf
you ever need help with your claim, get
in touch with your Social SeCurity af-
fice. When you pay an outpatient bill of
$60.00 or less, here is what happens:
I. If you have already met the $00.00
deductible, Medicare will pay yo a the
80 per cent of the reasonable charges
for the outpatient services. ,,
2. If you have not met the $60.00
deductible, Medicare will ere& you
with the amount you paid toward your
deductible. If that amount plus any part
of the deductible you have previously
met tat- the year adds up to „More than
$60.00, Medical Insurance Will pay you
80 percent of the reasonable charges
above the $60.00 deductible.
For those people on Medicare.
Heartline has developed 4 detailed book
covering the whole Me.f care program.
"Heartline's Guide t Medicare" is
written in easy to understand question
and answer form and tonta ins all of the
up to date informa on on Medicare.
This book covers irliny medical items
and services that are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
deductibles you have to pay, a sample
Medicare claim/ form with detailed
instructions on how to fill it out, and a
complete explanation on how the
reasonable charge under part "B" is
figured. This/book may be ordered by
sending $1.76 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, /414 E. Dayton St.; West
Alexandri , Ohio 45381. This book is
complete guaranteed and if you are
not sat.' fied your money will be
refundeij Please allow six weeks for
delive
HESRTLINE: Can you give me some
Bible Thought •..%. 
And Jesus knew their thoughts, and
said unto them, Every kipgdom divided
against Itself is brought to desolation;
... and every city or house divided against
' itself shall not stand. -Matthew 12:25.
How often Christians waste their
energies squabbling with other
Christians over insignificant details of
am ii..;,li when we should be joining
forces to overcome the atheism and
secularism found in our world.
tips on investing as to iihat I should
look for before buying anything? R.J.
ANSWER: By following the 10 rules
below, you can help protect yourself
against bad insiestments:
1. Before buying...THINK!
2. Don't deal' with strange securities
firm. (Consultlyour broker, banker or
other experieneed person you know and
trust.)
3. Beware. olr securities offered over
the telephonelby strangers.
- 4. Don't listen to high-pressure sales
talk.
5. Beivare of promises of spectacular
profits.
6. Be sure you understand the risks of
loss.
7. Don't bay on tips and rumors.:.Get
all the feat!
8. Tell the salesman to: Put all the,
Information and advice in writing and
mail it fa/you...Save it!
9. If ycitt don't understand all the
written information.. .Consult with a
person wbo_does.
10. GiVe at least as much con--
sideratiOn to buying securities as
would to buying oth,er valuable
Prorte
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray -Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building .
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carrolt Hubbarttsctiv:-,
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATWLEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the 6enerai
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home










By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C0l1t3'r I h t. 197$
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Deputy Sheriff Holland, ,accompanied by Capt. Caudill of the
'militia and a detachment of troops, made four arrests on the east
side of the county near PottertOwn on Wednesday and returned
with Dr. E. R. Blalock, E. P. Jones, Hardin Lovett and Billie Wil-
liams. Dr. 13lalock and Jones executed $1,500 bond each. Lovett
and Williams went -to jair and it was the second charge to be filed
against Jones.
Soon after the arraignment- of the foui from Pottertown,/ Lieut.
Wilburn of the militia and squad, accompanied by Constable'Calvin
Stubblefield, had arrested Turner McCage, Arthur, Felix, and Dallas
Wynn, all koung men of the east side of the county. About 8:00
o'clock in the evening, Constable Stubblefield brought Uncle Tom
McCuiston, 65 year old carpenter and-millwright of the east side.
-MeCuiston and the -youthful Wynn boys were guarded over the
night but not placed in jail and executed bonds, in addition to Mc-
Cage. Arthur and Felix Wynn are sons of Bud Wynn and Dallas
the son of Jim Wynn.
During the long day of unrest, nine' arrestswere made and 12
warrants issued, making a grad' total of 27 arrests -On 29 warrants,
with Joe Bell and Hardin Lovett each being charged on two counts.
Preliminary trials of Bob Duncan- , Ed Thompson, Jack Elkins,
Jake Ellis, Damus Miller, Hardin Lovett and Joe sell were held the
previous Saturday with hundreds of people in Murray attending
the exciting event. Ellis' case was called first but due to the absence
of Witnesses was continued. Bob Duncan wai next to be called,
charged with being a member of the band who called upon Willie
Dyer the night of April 1. Duncan pleaded innocent. Dyer said
he had recognized Bob Duncan and Ed ThompS'on. Duncan was
placed under $2,000 bond. Ellis was recalled, however, with the
late appearance of the witness, Jim Whitlock, operator of the Plant-
ers telephone switchboard at Shiloh, who said Ellis was a member
of the band that whipped Frank Mardis and called upon Muse
Thornton. Whitlock declared he was forced by Ellis to join the
Night Riders and was told of a planned raid on Hico. Thornton
said that Ellis was a member of the band who called upon him.
Ellis was held to the grand jury with bond fixed at $2,000.
Ed Thompson was the next defendant before the preliminary
session who was charged hy Willie Dyer as being one of the men
who called upon him to "pledge his tobacco to the Association."
Thompson was released tinder $2„((X) bond awaiting action by tlw
grand jury.
John A. Washer, Claude Cunningham, Aaron Jones, Arthur
CooPcf, Josh Cunningham, all ,of the Kirksey section, and Van
Elkins and Elmus Williams of the Hie° area, were arrested Saturday
and charged' with Naglit Riding. Bonds ranging from $1,500 and
$2,000 were imposed with. all five Kirksey men executing -bonds,
however the Hico men Were held in jail for failure to secure bond.
Arrests of the Kirksey men were Made by Constable, Drinkard and
a detachment of state troops, and the Ilia) growers .were arrested




Construction of the addition to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital was
assured yesterday following final
approval by the Calloway Fiscal Court
yesterday afternoon and by the Murray
City Council last night.
Deaths reported include John D.
Redden, 37, killed in a two vehicle
collision on June 11, and Clarence
Mayfield, 63.
Airman Stephen G. Nanny, son of Mr
and Mrs. Lester G. Nanny, has com-
pleted basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas, and has been
assigned to Sheppard AFB, Texas, for
training in the communications field
Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn Pendergsass
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Anita Gail, to Larry Wisehart, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gleneth Wisehart.
Births reported inchide a boy, Rickie
Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. Dale D. Spann on
June 9.
Nineteen Murray men were among 60
charter members initiated into the
newly organized „Murray State
University chapter of Phi Delta Kappa
on June 7.
20 Years Ago
R. L. Cooper, Public Health
Administrator of Calloway County,
discussed the Kentucky Crippled
Children's Commission at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
Nancy Bartell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Bazzell, and a senior at
Kirksey High School, was selected as
parliamentarinn of the Kentucky
Future Homemakers of America at the
close of the state convention held June 8
to 10 at Lexington.
Dewey Turnbow of Murray has been
named to the membership of the
American Angus Association at St.
Joseph, Mo.
Haircuts will now be $1.25,•according
to the ad today by the local barber
shops.
Reelfoot wieners, one pound package,
are listed at selling for 49 cents in the ad
for Parker's Food Market this week.
30 Years Ago
The 1949 Memphis Annual Con-
ference of the Methodist Church closed
yesterday at Mayfield. William S.
Evans was appointed as district
superintendent of the Paris District.
Frances Charlene Orr, daughter of
Mrs. Laverne Orr 8f Murray, was one
of 43 students in the 1949 graduating
class of the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, to be graduated with
distinction, according to the UK
Registrar's office.
Among those attending the Kentucky
Future 'Homemakers of America
meeting at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, are Clara Parks of the Hazel
High School Chapter, and Martha Scott
and lavenia Jones, members, and
Martha Lindsey, advisor, of the Murray
Training School Chapter.
Jenne Lou Jellison, Lochie Faye
Hart, Jean Corn, Zetta Ann Yates, 0. B.
Boone, and Clegg Austin are delegates
from the First Christian Church at the
annual Youth Conference of the
Christian Youth Fellowship at Kut-
taway Springs, June 12-19.
Work has begun on, the neii-inodern
Main Street Motor Sales garage and
show rooms on West Main Street, ac-
cording to J. 0. Patton and John B.
Watson, owners of the business.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 13, the
164th day of 1979. There are 201 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956: Britain turned
the Suez Canal over to Egypt after
operating the waterway for 74 years.
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus
discovered the West Indian island of
Martinique.
In 1841, the first Canadian parliament
opened in Ottawa.
In 1940, Paris was declared an open
city in World War II.
In 1967, U.S. Solicitor General
Thurgood Marshall was nominated by
President Lyndon Johnson to be the
first black on the Supreme Court.
In 1973, President Richard Nixon
ordered a 60-day freeze on all retail
prices in a drive against inflation.
Ten years ago: Withdrawl of U.S.
combat troops from South Vietnam
began with the pullout of a unit fighting
in the Mekong Delta.
Five years ago: The heir to the
British throne, Prince Charles,
delivered his first speech from the floor
of the House of Lords, the first such
address made by a member of the royal
. family in 90 years
One year ago - Israel completed with-
drawal of its invasion forces from
Lebanon, turning most of a six-mile-
wide border strip over to Lebanese
Christian militiamen rather than to
_Q. N. troops. •
Today's birthdays: Former footbal4 -
star Red Grange is 76, -Actor Richard
Thomas is TZ.
Thought for today: One is easily
fooled by that which one loves -
Moliere, French actor and playwright,
1622-1673.




















• plenty of deep fried clams • french fries • colt slaw
' • cocktail sauce • 2 Southern style hush puppies
79
Req. $5.58
Offer Good Wednesday & Thursday
"S P.M. to Close"
CLAM DINNER
Buy One, Get One Free
Buy one Clam Dinner at $2.79 get Se,-Dno one FREE
COuoon must be oreSented at time of purchase 17Good Only Wed. a Dors. Offer Expires June 14, 1979 
0--444g4 






(AP) — Chrysler Corp. of-
ficials say they are getting no
cooperation from Folders
Corp. in efforts to free the
vacant Airtemp plant for
purchase by the city of
Bowling Green.
The conunent came in
response to letters from-
Bowling Green businessmen,
asking for cooperation in
resolving a dispute between
the two companies over terms
of the 1176 sale of the in- •
dustrial site located at the
north Interstate 65 in-
terchange here.
The city has until July ti 
exercise an option to buy the
plant. It intends to lease it to
6enerSI--Metees Geop5- 40w:eh--
has indicated that it would like
to relocate its Corvette
assembly division from it.
Louis to Bowling Greek
The letters from all three
Bowling Green banks and the
Chamber of Commerce asked
Chrysler President Lee Iococa
to help complete the sale,
while preserving his own
interests.
In response;' Chrysler Vice-
President , and General
Counsel Patil A. Heinen said
his company is sympathetic
with the city's efforts, but is
receiving no cooperation from
Fedders.
Chrysler sold the 212-acre
site to Fedders in 1976 and two
years later sued the New
Jersey based company for
alleged non-payment. Fedders
closed the plant in 1978, citing
loss of business to foreign
markets and effects of an
employee strike.
Bowling Green City
Attorney Jerry Safford has
said the city will be unable to
exercise the option to buy until
,-- -legal matters between the two
companies and the city arc
resolved.
• Another barrier to GM's
proposed relocation — which
would create 1,300 jobs in the
area — is concern over
whether the-company will be
able to meet state clean air
iltandards.
Eugene Mobney, Secretary
of the state Department of
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection,
has said new standards are
being reviewed that could
accommodate GVI. •
A volcanic eruption,

























1. Freezer Pritot In Radical
2. I oat & Fad le Quantity
lempmaaten
5 Cu. ft. CHEST
Cant:Act cabinet, efficient thin-
wall foam insulatiOn, basket.
door tack 06-210 EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN
Wsp ina.,stest








































































Limit One Per family
Insperlal
_ Soft Spntod._
1,4 IL Tub, —•-
694
Good Only Al Slorey'l
Exp 6-7979
COUPON





Good Only Al Stony's




















Good Only Ai Stana's
Exp 6 19 79
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Efficient foam insulation. 4 freezing shelves,door shelve& loci( 1/•-.127
Th swell !own Insulabon, food divider. 2 L.sets, interior light. signal light, and do..),
Walt
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Limit One Per Family. Limit One Per Family















Seel Oely At Sfeny's
Exp. 6-19-79
COUPON




GooddOolt Al Stair 5
Exp. 6-19-79
Pick up your Free
Game Ticket and Col-
lector Card when you
visit your participating
store! The more
tickets you collect, the
better your chances of
winning $1, $2, $5,
$10, $100 or $1,000!
CHARMIN
Bathroom Tissue

















Limit One Per Family With
A $10.00 Additional Order Excluding


























































































IpiC Weekly Frozen Food Specials '—''
7 Sealtest
Frozen Yogurt qt 99"
Ever fresh
Glazed Doughnuts 88'14 oz
Seaftest Light & Lively
Milk " gol 99c,_. 
FloridaSea„est 
64 oz c•Citrus Punch 854
Cottage Cheese 24 oz $1 19
This Week
Win CASH POT
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Personal Service Contracts Cost Less So Far
Five-year-old, Cheryl Gilbert, thinks about her next move while playing checkers at
The-Hornet:dace-18SO in TVA's- Laud BetwiEetilhe lakes. Cheryl, who was visiting the
living history farm during Children's Day, is the daughter of Larry and Charlotte Gilbert
of Pevely, Mo. Land Between The Likes is a 170,000-3cre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo b., Bob Skipper,
FRANKFURT, Ky. tAP) -
The dollar amount of personal
service contracts has dropped
28 percent in the first nine
months of this fiscal year,
acsordmg to state figures.
The Finance Department
reported that although the
number of such contracts
increased from 650 during the
previous corresponding period
to 723, the money involved
declined from 943.7 million to
$31.4 million.
Personal service contracts
are arranged without com-
petitive bidding for tasks the
state theoretically finds more
economical and efficient to
farm out rather than assign to
pernianent employees.
The state administration,
which prefers to call the pacts
"professional employment
contracts," said the com-
parisons made are for July 1
through -March 31 of each
year'
Darlene KirUey, a finance
official, told Robair Doris,
administrator the
Legiilature's personal service
Double-Murder Trial In Second Day
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The double-murder trial of a
former Madison County
substitute teacher enters its
second day today in Fayette
Circuit Court at Lexington.
The prosecution opened its
case against Allan Todd Hume
on Tuesday with testimony
from a pathologist and state
police Detective. Mike Darby
of the IlichmontiVc-ist.
Darby said he found the
"disfigured", bodies of
Michael E. Richardson, 26,
and Sheri G. Brock, 18, in a
rural house trailer near Ffiste.
mond on Oct. 29.
Hume, 25, and Michael
Gerald, 20, are charged with
the slayings, but separate
trials for the two have been
ordered bby Judge Armand
Angelucci.
The, case was transferred
here by Madison Circuit Judge
James Chenault because of
pretrial publicity.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Charles T. Walters of Win-
chester is attempting to prove
that Hume and Gerald broke





Richardson, Miss Brock and
Rebecca Davis, 18, surprised
Hume and Gerald and were
trying to hold them with a
shotgun. Walters contends
Hume seized control of the
shotgun and used it to
bludgeon the victims. Before
leaving, he allegedly shot each
victim three times.
Walters, in his opening
statement, said he would call
Miss Davis to testify, although
he said her wounds had caused
permanent brain damage.
Dr. George Nichols, a
pathologist from Louisville,
testified Miss Brock and
Michael Richardson each
could have died from either
the gunshot wounds or the
beatings they suffered.
Darby said the shattered
butt of a shotgun was found
beside the bodies and the rest
of the weapon was found
outside the trailer.
Upon entering the trailer,
Darby said, he saw Richar-
dson's body, then Miss
Brock's, and noticed Miss
Davis when she screamed.
"She was bleeding out of her
mouth and ears. ,,I couldn't
identify her,' Darby said.
Both Richardson and Miss
Brock -appeared to be
disfigured:' and their teeth
had been knocked out, Darby
said.
As for the interior of the
trailer, Darby said,, . "The
futniture was disarrayed and
there was a considerable
amount of blood.":
Darby said the door of the
trailer had been kicked in,
indicating forced entry.
- Police at the time said the
killings and alleged break-in
appeared to be drug-related.
The trial was to continue
Wednesday. Defense attorney
Charles -Coy did not make en
opening statement Tuesday:-
(e4
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RRylagr3D s GRAND PRIZE: MERCURY BOBCAT HATCHBACK
-
of Our Value-Pachod Hurldr1 ether •• V1,000 OTASCO Shopping Spree • Star brite Men s Digital Watches- prizes i • Star brite Pocket Calculators • Prizes in every store
See your tocal OTASCO store for defais on entering the Star bore S.seepstakes Void whe, e coohiOted by law
Made in
S
Reg. $10 99. 5-4t by
12-in.; ready to use





Ai' Mattress. Reg. $1 39




Law qt. Electric Save $5.00
los a-aam Froozor
Polyethylene tub, 11411
Rag $16 76 sos/i 
Reg. S38.114. Very portable
3 speeds, rotary switch















with nylon line, 8-in






Reg. $6.99. Flat wail paint.
Fast drying, no painty" odor.


















Ste brae wiper Your Choiceelbow* car polish
16-oz liquid or
10-o1 paste




Limit 2 RI 201
Sate Price
217
Stag Prices Geld Through Saturday at N OTASCO Sterol and Participating Daidara.
Bol-lir Center 753-8391 Mrs: 9-6 Daily Fri. 9-8 tEnT/ISCO=4.]
cuiitract ret. iew sub-
committee that 'a fair and
actual comparison cannot be
made for the entire fiscal year
until sometime after July 1 at
which time we will be happy to
provide you with those
figures."
Overall statistics studied
_Tuesday by the subcommittee
showed that a total of $145
million in personal service
contracts was in force through
March 31.
Rep. Bob Jones, D-
Crestwood, the subcommittee
chairman,- - -estimated the
panel had cut about 9880,000 in
proposed contracts for the
nine months.
"So it appears this
committee has been -- ef-
fective," he said.
The 1978 Legislature
created the bipartisan sub-
committee of five legislators
to review service contracts,
lia-ve---caused---caa.--,--
troversy in various state a
administrations the- - past 151years.
The panel cannot block a
contract, but it can delay one
and focus public attention on it
if an issue arises.
Aside from transportation
and engineering, contracts






Half the 1,563 contracts went
for transportation projects
and engineering. The largest
number for professional
services, 127, went to
physicians and another ,108
were arranged with attorneys.
The subconunittee-Tuesday
decided to reconsider- its
disapproval of a 825,900
contract with Rudy Yessin, a
Frankfort lawyer. • 
The state Departmesit for
Human Resources said the
pact was not excessive Tor the
hours Yessin turned in, but
represents a $2,759 saving. It
also contended it would be
unwise to change attorneys












Spend Your Leisure Time At
Murray's Finest Recreational Facility.
LIMITED New Memberships for 1979 Available-




Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms
Olympic Size Pool With.. - 1 --
1 & 3 Meter Diving Boards 
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathouse with Lockers
Membership Fees Based Upon Activities You Want To Use
Example Family Swim Season - $137.00 per yr.
Easy Payment Plan For Initiation & Season Fees
Murray Tennis Center Inc
Hwy. 641 North
753-0129
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• 78 SERIES DESIGN • 2 STEEL GLAS BELTS. RADIAL RAYON CORD PLIES
97L Reg
47 95












































































FREE MOUNTING AND ROTATION. Wheel Balancing available at Most stores
PRICES GOOD THROUGH -SATURDAY AT All OTASCO STORE AND PASITICIFTAT496 DEALERS
'Frieodly F_olks
Friendly Service
for over 61 Years
Bel-Air Center - 753-8391
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-
June Win Dorothy 'Holland
Warren it Box 16, Hardin, Ky,
42048.
Waterfield now heads his
Waterfield To Be Guest At Hardin
High Reunion Celebration July 7
Two-time Lieutenant
Governor of Kentucky, Harry
Waterfield, will be the
speaker at the third annual
reunion of the Hardin High
School Alumni Association on
July 7.
President Ray Mofield said,
"We tried to get him last year
but he had just been elected
vice president of the National
Association of Insurance
Executives and could not
come."
The reunion will start with a
social hour at 4 p.m. in the
Commons of the new Marshall
County High School at
Draffenville. Dinner in the
cafeteria will follow at 6 p.m.
Reservations with a check at
own Investors Heritage
Insurance Company in Frank-
fort. He was born at Tobacco
in Calloway County, but at-
tended Hardin High School
when his mother taught there.
He would have been in the
class of 1929 but returned to
Murray High School and was
graduated there.
The former Lt. Governor
graduated from Murray State
in 1933. He has served on the
MSU board of regents and the
new 500,000 volume library at
Murray State is named in his
honor. He is married to the
former Laura Ferguson of
Ballard County. They are the




merchant Hardin I r van
moved his store to the site
beside the new tracks of the
Hours: lam -i1 p.m.
Everyday
The Sirloin Tip Steak in Big John's cir-
cular in Wednesday's Murray Ledger &






Alabama Railroad in 1890. The
first train on- what was to
become the Nashville,
Chattanooga, and St. Louis,
ran September 30, 1890.
Named for Irvan, Hardin was
incorporated the next year
and a frame shcool opened in
1894. A new brick building was
finished in 1910 wtih high
school classes added two
years later. Classes were
graduated from 1917 through
1956 — 40 in all with more than
500 receiving diplomas.
Hardin was operated as a
city school until the plant
burned in February 1937.
Citizens of the town erected a
new building but it became
the county system of
seven high schools.
Birmingham, and
Aurora were closed by the
construction of Kentucky
Dam. In 1954, Sharpe and
Calvert were consolidated into
North Marshall.
Hardin and Brewers were
the last of the old high schools
to go and they became South
Marshall in the fall of 1956,
thus ending an era. The
Benton city system joined the
county with the opening of the
present Marshall County High
in 1974.
14-Year-Old Given
30 Years In Prison
ELY, Nev. (AP) — Cecil
Poole, 14, showed no emotion
as the judge who sentenced
him to 30 years for the Sep-
tember shooting death of his
pregnant mother said the boy
should be "under control until
age 44, at which time he may
become a responsible
citizen."
Poole, tried as an adult, was
the youngest person ever
convicted of murder in
Nevada. lie will be sent to the
state Youth Training Center,
until he is 18, then transferred
to prison. He will be eligible
for parole in five years
I Group Calls For Construction Halt
Marble Hill Defects Covered Up Says Worker
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Allegations of shoddy con-
struction and efforts to hide
deficiencies have been leveled
by a former construction
worker at the Marble Hill
nuclear power plant.
The worker, Charles
Edward Cutshall, said he was
ordered to cover up defects in
the concrete used to build the
reactor containment walls.
And on the basis of a sworn
statement by Cutshall, an
environmental group has
called for special federal
inspections and a halt to plant
construction.
Cutshall, who now lives in
Texas, is a former employee
of Newberg Construction Co.,
one of the contractors at the
twinreactor plant being built
by Public Service Indiana
about 30 miles upstream from
--Louisville near Madison, Ind.
Cutshall's sworn statement
to Madison lawyer Thomas M.
Dattilo, who represents one of
the groups seeking to block
Marble Hill construction, Save
The Valley, was brought _to




In the statement, Cutshall
said improperly mixed con-
crete used for the reactor
containment walls, which hold
the nuclear reactors, has
reKused honeycombing — or
pockets of air inside the
structures.
PSI officials, meantime,
said in a statement issued
Tuesday that they were aware
from NRC inspectors of a
small number of voids and
proper corrective action has
been taken."
Honeycombing, as it is
known, is not abnormal in
construction, PSI said, adding
that ultrasonic tests of con-
crete integrity "have un-
covered no unsafe con-
ditions."  _
PSI president_ffughi-BarIrer
said the company was not
aware of Cutshall's
allegations until contacted by
WAVE.
The first of two 1,130-
megawatt power reactors at
Marble HW is scheduled to go
Boy Scouts To Open
June Summer Camp
The Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council will open its summer
camp on Kentucky Lake near
here June 17 for two (2) two-
week sessions. Approximately
200 boys are scheduled to take
part in the week-long program
at Camp Roy C. Manchester.
This will be the first summer
camp at the facility since it
was renamed for the former
long-time council executive
from Paducah.
The session will run from
June 17 to 23 and June 24-30.




The camp will offer about 30
different merit badge courses
this year in such fields as
swimming, lifesaving and
other water related activities;
rifle and shotgun, archery,
first aid, nature work and
various kinds of crafts. Each
merit badge course will be
taught by a qualified in-
structor.
Any registered Boy Scout
who is not planning to attend
summer camp as part of his
troop can still attend on an
individual basis.
The stout executive also
noted that any boy, age 11
through 14, who is not a
registered Boy Scout can
contact the Scout Office at 443-
6461 and be registered and
assigned to a troop and be
enrolled for summer camp.
The camp fee is ;40. per
week
•
into service in 1982
Cutshall alleged five cases
in which "Newberg's
supervision. . .and other PSI
officials will say patch them
the voids) before the (U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission) inspectors can come
by on patches that should have
been air-hammered out..
"Before the inspectors can
get around, they'll (plant
officials) have them (em-
ployees) just more or less
mask over, cover up, the
areas before the inspector can
see it," Cutshall's statement
said.
Dattilo said Save The Valley
has asked the NRC to again
inspect the Marble Hill plant
for concrete voids and is
pushing in the meantime for a
halt to construction of the
nuclear station.
Barker acknowledged that
NRC inspectors had visited
tte .Marble Hill site as
recently as last Saturday
regarding possible voids in the
containment structures.
However, PSI quality
control chief Thomas McLarty
insisted federal construction
standards are being main-











than ever before possible!
Enjoy a level of performance considered unattainableuntil now! Ordinary TV's offer approximately 260 lines of..resolution. These outstanding Magnavox TV's, with aHigh Resolution Filter, deliver 330 lines of resolution — forexceptional definitiorvof.detail. And, they offer you theprecision Of a computer — for instant access to any channel— at the set or by remote control (inc(uded). No need tofine Vune — ever. The channel number and time even flash onthe screen. (Time is not displayed on 19" diagonal models.)Compare for yourself. No other TV offers you all the fea-tures found in Magnavox Star System Touch-Tune TV withComputer Color 330.
Model 4811— Streamlined
.Contemporary styling with
25" diagonal 100° in-line
picture tube. The base is
removable for use as a
table model.
Model 4855 — Beautifully
detailed Early American
styling with 25" diagonal 100°
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(Formerly MB Music-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)
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games into the American
League season, Jim Campbell
saw the Detroit Tigers "just
rocking along" a notch above
.500.
So the team's president and
general manager decided to
rock the boat by firing low-key
_skipper Les .Moss and hiring
George "Sparky" Anderson. a
self-described "crazy ex-
trovert and wild enthusiast."
Anderson, 45, fired last
November after nine seasons
and two world championships
in Cincinnati, agreed Tuesday
to a five-year contract with
the Tigers — the longest pact




said. "I think-Sparky can be a
cornerstone."
Anderson . will reportedly
earn 6110,000 a year with
Detroit.
Moss, 54, will be paid off for
the remainder of his one-year
agreement arid has a spot
. somewhere in the Detroit
system "if he wants one,'..'11
Campbell said.
The Tigers were 27-26 under
Moss, and Campbell said he
was "just not satisfied" with
the team's progress.
But. "had Sparky not been
available, we would not have
made the move at this time,"
Campbell said.
Anderson had been men-
tioned as the leading can-
didate to manage several
clubs since leaving the Reds. -
"Everybody was saying I'd
go someplace where I could
take over a winner," he said
by telephone from his
California home. "But this
Detroit club, it's the best
young team I can see. I really
enjoy working with good,
young kids.
"I see the same things on
that Detroit club I saw when
we were starting out in Cm-
cinnati" he said. "I'm ex-
tremely enthused."
It was only late Monday
Morning that the Tigers
contacted Anderson._ The deal
was announced Tuesday af-
tertIon, catching many
Detroit players on their way to
the ball park for a game
against Oakland.
"I was just totally
shocked," said relief pitcher
John Hiller, the only player
left from Detroit's 1968 world
champions. just hate to see
anybody get fired."
Coach Dick Tracewski ran.
the club dtreing Tuesday
night's 9-2 victory and will be
in charge for tobight's game
against Seattle.
Anderson arrives Thursday,
and said veteran right-hander
Jack Billingham, who played
six seasons under Anderson in
Cincinnati, will start as
scheduled against the
Mariners.
"We just got one goal to
start: to get together, to live
and die together, to get this
thing solved," he said.
' The firing-and-hiring was
"quite unexpected," said
Moss, an Oklahoma native
who had just seen the team go
8-5 on a 14-day road trip, then
edge Oakland 3-1 at Tiger
Stadium Monday night.
"The progress of the ball
club was the only thing that
was brought up (by Camp-
bell )," said Moss, adding he
would have liked at least a full
season's chance, but "that's
the way it goes." .






James "Turk" Tillman, a
high-scoring forward for
Eastern Kentucky University
last season, is the Ohio Valley
Conference Athlete of the
Year, it was announced today.
Tillman, who averaged 26.9
points a game for the league--
champion Colonels, received
17 votes to emerge from the
list of 15 nominees.
Tillman is the firs non-
track man to win t award
since .it was ina urated in
1977. Tony aynings of
Western Ke cky won in '77,
and Ray ynn of East Ten-
nessee nd Rodney Moore of
Tennessee Tech_ tied for
honors last year.
The remaining  vo getters,
followed by their chool, sport
and number of vOtes are:
Phil Simins, Morehead,
football, ; Dave Murphy,
Weste Kentucky, track, 6;
- Jo Do Doo, Middle Ten-
neSee, track, 5; Pat Fogarty,
/Austin Peay, track, 5; Craig
Rolle, Tennessee Tech,
football, 5; Jody Hamilton,
Morehead, baseball, 5; Dave
Warren, Murray State, track,
4; Herbie Stamper, Morehead,
basketball, 3; and Mike Betts,
Austin_Peay, football, 1.
Voting was based on a 5-3-1
point system.
Taylor Signs With Murray
Brad Taylor, a 6-1, 175-
pound pitcher-infielder for
Murray High School the
past four years, signed a
national letter-of-intent to
play baseball for Murray
State yesterday.
The righthanded Taylor
was unbeaten in eight
decisions last season and
won games in the district,
regional, sectional and
state tournaments. He also
tossed a five-inning no-
hitter against Grayson "It's mil 
intention, at
County early in the season least at this tim
e, to devote
and a complete-game, his fall te
pitching," said
sektowinning....mk14t, gern Reagan. "Very possibly,
against Hopkinsville in the
Second Region Tour-
nament.
"He can play several
positions, and he can play
them well," said Murray
State Coach Johnny
Reagan, who was present
for the signing along with
Taylor's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William B. Taylor,
1703 Magnolia Dr., and his
American Legion coach,
Bill Cherry.
however, he will spend the
winter in the hitting cage. I
think he is a major college
prospect as an infielder as
well as a pitcher."
Taylor helped Murray
High to back-to-back
region titles anid 1978 and
'79 records of 17-3 and 19-2,
respectively.
Besides completing all
eight of his starts this
season, Taylor struck out
91 batters in 54 and one-
third innings, allowed 22
walks and fielded a 1.42
earned run average.
A starter at shortstop
while not pitching, Taylor
batted .379. He also
received the academic
award on the Tiger
basketball team as a
starting guard.
In addition to the
coaching 'help of Cherry,
Murray High Coach Cary
Miller and his father.
Taylor thanked Brooks
Gibson, presently a coach
on Murray's American
Legion baseball squad, for
his coaching support.
"We are delighted that
he has chosen to attend
Murray State," Reagan
said.
Brad Taylor above) signs with Murray State as American
 Legion Coach Bill Cherry r left)




Taylor prepares to deliver during a sectional tournament
game for Murray High last season. By Tony Wilson
1 0-Run ally... Mets Bounce Reds With Sixth-Inning Uprising
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After the Cincinnati Seds
scored five runs in thetop of
the sixth inning, thelgew York
Mets knew they really had to
come up with so .ething.
They did —O runs.
iiiIONAL LEAGUE
"I had a premonition that
we_were going to score 10 runs
after they got their five," said
New York center fielder Lee
Mazzilli. "I said to Joe (Torre,
Th Mets' manager) that we,
were going to get 10. I called
the shot."
Mazzilli had a hand in the
inning, the Mets' biggest in
their history, by drawing a
walk and scoring one of the
runs.
"This was definitely not a
game-plan situation," noted
Torre with a grin. "And I will
have to say that they helped us
a lot, defensively,"
"fhe--Reds contributed two
costly errors to the monster
inning in which only four of the
runs were earned.
Expansion Plans
Thrown For Loop Again
By the Associated Press
MONTREAL — Another
obstacle has been thrown in




and Edmonton Oilers were to
walk into the expansion draft
today without having reached
status as official NHL
members.
NHI, President John Ziegler
had hoped all the details of
this multi-million dollar
transaction could have ,been
finished before this annual
league convention began.
Quit,, sirnplx.,. those details_ —
one invilleiR15 million due
from F4iionton — have not
been res Wed. --
"It's not Edmonton solely,"
said Ziegler, who spent much
of Tuesday in meetings and on'
conference calls in trying /to
complete the enormoutly
complicated deal. "We 'also
have to ceittify certain
(financial) representation/ document assures the rair. of
from other teams. And since an ability to provide that
we knew we wouldn't be able amount if it is needed.
to get everything completed "But Edmonton did not
by midnight, we decided to. know until this morning
hold off on the finalization Or '(Tuesday) that the additional
expansion until eve7i 't' has (money) was required," said
been crossed." Pocklington. "This figure was
As a result, tle four in-, never presented as a
coming clubs will ,,lot officially prerequisite. It was never
be awarded th r franchises communicated to me. But we
on or before/ June 22, the will meet the deadline."
weekend before the league's Meanwhile, the other clubs
next Board of Governors await the removal of this
meeling. latest stumbling blikic. They
"We hid the choice of entered today's draft with the
postponing the draft and first round virtually planned
everything else or coming up out.
with alternative to provide . In ot
her developments
y to close* this er-e il i tuesiray , aock ey- Hat/ of
a later date," said-Ziegler. Fame announced the election
/one of the bigger matters of defensemen Bobby Orr and7
*as a document the Oilers Harry Howell - and center
/ were to have provided Henri Richard.
assuring $5 million in "con- Orr revolutionized the
tinuing financial respon- defensernan's role during his
sibility," according to 11-year career with the Boston
Edmonton owner Peter Bruins and Chicago Fick
Pocklington. In essence, the Hawks.
-I never_ remember an
inning as big as this without a
ball being hit otit of the park,"
said Cincinnati's George
Foster. "They always kept the
pot boiling. /They always had
men on base."
The big/hits in New York's
outsburst included • Doug
Flynn's „inside-the-park homer
that accounted for three runs
and Frank Taveras' two-run
double.
In other National League
games., the Philadelphia
Phillles blanked the Houston
Astros 4-0; the San Francisco
Giants whipped the Chicago
Cubs 7-2; the Los Angeles
Dodgers outscored the St.
Louis Cardinals 9-3 and the
San Diego Padres posted a 6-3
decision over the Pittsburgh
Pirates.-- ---
The Reds had taken a 5-2
lead with their five-run sixth
before the Mets came back
with their 10. Before Tuesday
night, the most the Mets had
scored in a single inning was
eight runs.
The combined total of 15
runs by the two teams in the
sixth fell two shy of the
modern National League
record of 17, set by the old
Boston Braves and New York
Giants in 1912. The modern-7
_major league record for runs
by two teams in an inning is
19, set by the Clevelland
Indians and Boston Red Sox on
April 10, 1977.





By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES —
Baltimore Colts' owner
Robert Irsay has said he is
virtually certain he will shift
his National Football League
team to Los Angeles in 1980,
but skeptical city officials
aren't rushing out to have




Irsay is using the threat of a
move to pressure Maryland
authorities into helping him
construct a practice fielf: for
the Colts.
"We've been burned by him
before and we're a iittle
leery," Commission ( , r
man. Kenneth Hahn
Tuesday after ' meeting wth
the Colts' owner. "I dealt with
Walter O'Malley when the
Dodgers were moving out lif re
and I had a different feelin),'
"He ( O'Malley said
something and I could believe
'fiis word," contirolh,...1
asked -Irsayy he was sincere
or just playing gamines and
he assured me he was sincere.
"I'll will believe it when we
see the team playing in the
Coliseum."
Hahn and other I,os Angeles
officials, searching for an
Ny't, team to replace the
Rams when they' move from
Los Angeles to nearby
Anaheim in 1980, had first met
with Irsay last January.
Irsay owned the Rams
briefly in 1972 before the late
Carroll Rosenbloom traded
the Colts to him for the Los
Angeles club.
"I've had it with
Maryland," said Irsay. "My
goal is to move to L.A. There'll
be no more monkeying
around."
Irsay said he was infuriated
by three broken appointments
with Maryland Gov. Harry
Hughes. But no such meetings
were scheduled, according to
Gene Oishi, the governor's
press secretary.
Jim Rice Honored
NEW YORK (AP) — Boston
outfielder-designa ted hitter
Jun Rice, whohit .419 as the
Red fkox were winning six of
seven games last week, waa
named the American
1,eague's player of the week,
Al President Lee MacPhail
announced.
Rice hit in six of seven
games last week with five
homers, four doubles and a
triple: He had three three-hit
games.
homer in the fifth inning
powered Philadelphia over
Houston behind the six-hit, no-
walk pitching of Nino
Espinosa. Houston's Rick
Williams pitched perfect ball
through the first four innings
before walking Greg I,uzinski
at the start of the fifth, and
Schmidt followed with his 18th
homer of the season and a 2-0
lead.
Espinosa, who had lost four
straight games, recorded his
first victory since defeating
San 107
Giants 7, Cubs 2
Bill North and Mike Ivie hit
home runs in the first inning
and San Francisco added four
more extra-base hits to beat
Chicago. Jack Clark had three
of the Giants' nine hits; in-
cluding a run-scoring triple in
the second and a bases-empty
homer in the fourth. The home
run was his 10th of the year
and gave him 40 RBI.
Bob Knepper got the vic-
tory, allowing nine hits, in-
-eluding Jerry Martin's solo.
homer in the ninth, and
walked seven n an erratic
performance. .Loser Ken
Holtzman allowed all of San
Francisco' i runs in the first
and retired only one batter.
Dodgers 9, Cardinals 3
Pitcher Burt Hooton'
-twOouf,- - two-run single
highlighted a_ three-run rally
by .Los Angeles in the fourth
inning and triggered the
Dodgers over St. Louis.
Hooton scattered nine hits,
but it was his bases-loaded
single that snapped a 2-2 tie to
give the Dodgers a lead they
did not relinquish. The
Dodgers added three more
runs in. the fifth, two oa4a
bases-loaded single by Joe
Ferguson, and Ron Cey
singled home two more in the
sixth.
Padres 6, Pirates 3
Dave Winfield hit. a three-
run homer and Gaylord Perry
gained his 273rd career vic-
tory. as San Diego defeated
Pittsburgh.
Perry, 6-4, scattered 11 hits,
including Dave Parker's
• threerun homer in the ninth, to
move into a tie _with Red
Huffing for _Ilth place on the
alltime victory list. The 40-
yearold right-hander recorded




total to 53 and now has hit


















,Good Thru Tues. June 19
Featuring
. Real Hickory Pit Bar-B-0
Pork. Mutton, Chicken and Ribs
ALSO SERVING BURGOO, POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, AND COLE SLAW!
Hickory Hut Pit Bar-B-Q
(
Ask About Our Catering Service
, And Customilaxbecueing
You Bring It, We Cook It
HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
06 Chestnut 7 8370
111111111111111LIP
























Sports At A Glance  A Back-To-Back Try
Ba s.bcilt I...odors
ANIEJUCAA LEAGUE
BATTING 126.1 bats ,
367, Kemp, Det, 156; Carew, Cal. 315:,
Downing. Cal, .345; Bochte, Sea. 340
RUNS.--GBrett, KC. 50, OW. KC 46;
Lynn, Ban. 45; Lansford, Cal, 45. Baylor,
Cal 44
RBI-Baylor, Cal, 55; Lynn. Ban, 52:
Porter, KC. 47; Balite, Sea, 47. Cooper,
Mil, 44. Horton, Sea, 44
HITS---GBrett, KC, 61, Lansford, Cal,
80. Smalley . Min, 80. Remy. Ban, 73; Rice,
Ban, 73.
DOUBLES- Thornton, Cis, 17; Leman,
Chi. 17. SlYashgtn, Chi. 17, Lynn. Ban. 16;
Bonds, tie, 16. McRae. KC. IS. Riled-, Tea,
16
T/UPLES--C;Iirett, KC. 9, Randolph,
NY, 6; Griffin. Tor. 5. Wilson. KC;-6-;-4
Ted With 4 ,
HOME RUNS-Lynn. Ban. IS. Singleton.
Sal, 14; Thomas. Nil, 13; (Indy Cal, 13,
R.lones, Sea, 13
STCHEN BASES- LeFlore, Det, 79.
Wilson. KC. 26; JCrug. Sea. 72. Otss,
N. Wills, Tex, IS
PITCHING 16 Decisional- John. NY, 10-
1, 908, 2.23; Kern, Tea, 6-1, 1119, I 86,
DMartmez, SaL AUL 3.04; Jenkins.
Tex. 7-2, 771, 3.34; Clear. Cal, 6-2. 750,
291. Ryan, Cal, 7-3. 700, 2.92, Waits, Cle,
44. 667, 3.31; Palmer. Bat, 6-3, 667, 2.95.
STRIKEDUTS- Ryan, Cal, 94. Guidry; -
NY. SO: Jenkins, Tea, 73; Kravec, CM. N;
Keeeniain Mew IL 
_
NATIONAL LEAGUE-—
BATTING 100 at batsi Brock. Si..
367: Rose, Phi, 353. Winfield, SD. .353.
Hendrick. StL„ 351. Murphy. AtL 346.
RUNS- Lispes, LA. 57. Kingman. Chi.
43. KHrminds, Stl„ 42; Royster, AU. 42;
Concepcn. Cin, 41, Noah. SF, 41
RBI- Winfield, SD, 63. Foster. Can. 49:
Kingman. Chi, 11. Suds:mons. StL,-45;
Garvey. L.A. 45
HIM-Winfield. SD, 15; Rose, Phi. 827
Garvey. LA. 10, Rumen. I.A. 79; Tem.
p/eton. 10L;75
DOUEILES-Hme; -Phe It:
19 Pamsh. Mtl, IS; Buckner. Chi, 17;
Reitz, Sit., 17; Hendnek. SO., 17: Baker,
LA. 17
TRIPLE'S-Templeton. Stl„ 7; TScott.
Stl., 7, Winfield. SD. 7, Moreno. Pgh, S.
JCrux, Htn. 5.
HOME RUNS- Kirigman, Clic 20. Sch-
midt. Phi, 18. lopes, IA, 17; Simmons.
RI., IS. Winfield, SD. IS
STOLEN BASES- Moreno. Pull. 23.
TScott, Stl„ 21, North. SF. 21. Taveres,
NY. 11; Lapes, L.A. 11
PITCHING I6 Decinceisi-iaCoss,
-0,1000.235, 2achry, NY, 5-1. 623.359;
JNiekro. Htn. 9-2, .616.1.40; Knepper. SF.
6-2, 750. 317. Lamp, Chi. 6-2, 714, 4.11;
B1 ee, Mtl. 6-3, .667,3.00; Ruthven. Phi, 64.
067. 341, Vuctovich, Stl., 6-3, 667, 2.97
STRIKEOUTS-Richard: Htn, 100;
.Perry, SD, 70; Carlton. Phi. 66, PNiekra,






















Seattle 5, Toronto 1
Cleveland 11, Calaorma 10. 10 innings
Detroit 9, Oakland 2
Chicago 12, Baltimore 4
New York 4, Minnesota 1
Texas 7. Milwaukee 6























California (Awe 5-4 and Eddy 0-0) at
Toronto Moore 04 and lemongello 1-7 2
Oakland !Keough 0-Il at Cleveland
(Garland 2-71, (ro
Seattle Parrott 44) at Detroit Wilcox
44) at aka. (How-
ard 1-2). (n)
New York (Seattle 341 at Minnesota
Zahn 4-11, in1
Banton. (Henke 4-2) at Kansas City
!Gura34),Inl














San Francisco 30 31
Los Angeles TS 14
San Diego 28 35
Atlanta 21 37
Taesday's Games
Philadelphia 4, Houston 0
New York 12, Ciricumiti 6
San Diego 6. Pittsburgh 3
Los Angeles 9, St Louis 3
San Francisco 7, Chicago 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday Gasses
Atlanta !Manila 3-41 at !Montreal Ro-
gers 5-31, n
Houston J Niekro 9-2) at Phaladelptm
IRuthven 6-3).
Cincinnati (LaCose 7.0i at New York
(Hausman 0-0(, In) ,
Pittsburgh tKIson 14) at San Diego
lOwchmko 2-21. Ott
St Loafs (B.Forfeb 34) at Los Angeles
,Sutcldfe 641. (10















Atlanta at Montreal, in!
Pittsburgh at San Diego,





-NEW YORK YANKEES- Signed
Freddie Tolliver, William Filson and Chris
Lem, pitchers, and Huey Garden. out-
fielder Assigned Tolliver to Oneonta of the
New York-Penn League and Filson, Lein
and Gayden to Pamtsville. Ky of the
Appalachten League
DETROIT TIGERS-Fired Les Moss.
manager Named Sparky Anderson
manager
National League
. CINCINNATI REDS-Signed Daniel
Lamar. catcher, and assigned him to
Billings. Mont., of the Pictuser40eague
ST LOUIS CARDINALS- •lieved Steve
Jennan, second baseman, to -.aClass A
contract
_SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-- Signed
Mike Iv*, first baseman, to a five-year
Murray Baseball Association
contract
GS By the Associated Press
TOLEDO, Ohio — Andy
North realizes his chances of
becoming the first gol r in 2847
944
years to win ck-to-back
United States Opens are
5 improbable, if not impossible.
7
12
North Realizes US. Open Chances Are Slim
"But who knows. I like t
think I can or I wouldn't be
here," said North after a
practice tour Tuesday of
Inverness Club, the site of the
Open for the fourth time.
Ben Hogan, in 1950-51, was
the last to capture consecutive
Opens. The only others in the
79 years of America's No.1
golf tournament were Willie
Anderson i 1903-04-051, John
McDermott ( 1911-12 and
Bobby Jones ( 1929-30 1.
North does not rank with the
favorites. Since his Open
Three Former NHL Players
Are Hall Of Fame Inductees
MONTREAL .1 AP) —
Onetime Boston Bruins
defenseman Bobby Orr, 31,
was among three former
players named to-the Hockey
Hall of Fame, it was an-
nounced at the National
—Hockey- League • annual
FOOTBALL
National Football League




NEW YORK ISLANDERS- Announced
the retirement of Bert Marshall, defen-
seman, and named him coach of Fort
Worth of the Central Hockey League.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS- Signed Ron




SITY-Named Dick Zornes head football
coach
McClard, Thurman Help Triumphs
COLT LEAGUE
Kim Wilson fired a four-
hitter to lead the Braves to a 2-
I victory over the Giants last
night. In the second game, the
Tigers nudged the Braves 6-5.
Marty McCuiston doubled
and tripled for the Braves in
the first game, while Eddie
Requarth rapped two hits for
the Giants.
In the nightcap, Joe Mark
Ails laced two hits for the
Tigers, and Wilson picked up
two for the Braves.
Bravest
ab r h
Hooper 3 0 0
McQnston 3 2 2
Wilson 0 1
McAler 3 0-2
Roberts 2 0 0
Marshall 2 0 0
Pace 1 0 0
C'onght 2 0 0
Totals 21 2 5
Tigers 6
ab r h
Ails 3 2 2
Blodgett 3 I 2
Thompson 3 0 0
Key 2 0 0
Denham 2 1 1
lee 1 0 0
Bean 1 I 0
McQnston 2 0 0
Zarnmertruinl 1 0
Totals 20 6 5
(Metal
ab r h
Requarth 3 1 2
Hargrove 3 0 1
Small 2 0 0
Herndon 2 0 1
Aaron 2 0 0
S Smith 2 09
Winery 1 0 0
Payne 2 0 0
lee 2 0 0
Totals 19 1 4
Winning pitcher
Kim Wilson





Mct'inston 3 2 1
Wilson 3 0 2
bicAlister 4 0 1
Roberts 2 0 0
Cough 3 0 1
Marshall 3 0 0
Pace 1 2 1-
Cartwright 3 0 1






Mark McClard and Dennis
Thurman pitched four- and
three-hitters, respectively, to
lead their teams to victories
yesterday.
McClard boosted the Reds
over the Cubs 4-0, while








Nix 2 2 1
M McClard 2 1 0
West 4 0 1
Randolph 4 0 2
Newsome 3 0 1
liarnson 2 0 0
Lyons 0 1 0
McClard 3 1 0
Pratt 3 0 0
lamb 1 0 0
Bay 1 0 0







Crawford 3 0 0
Workman 2 0 0
Viesl 3-02
Arnqs 3 0 2
Clendenon 3 0 0
Hargis 3 0 0
Peebles 2 0 0
Adams 0 0 0
Olsen 1 0 0
Doolin 1 0 0




Cubs 000 000 - 0
Astres 3 A's I
ab r h ab r h
Dill 2 00 Malone 3 1 1
Wilkins 2 1 0 Grogan 3 0 0
Hub? 1 0 0 Shelton 3 0 1
Travis 2 0 0 M Grogan 3 0 0
Thurman 2 1 0 Foust 2 0 0
Doran 1 0 1
2 0 0 
Thorn 1 0 0
Starks Lyon 1 0 1
Dowdy 0 1 0 Jones 2 0 0
Whiled 1 0 0 Hopkins 1 0 0
Crutchfield 1 0 0 McCallon I 0 0
Kenyon 2 0 0 Bybee 2 0 0
Totals 17 3 1 Totals 12 1 3
Winning pitcher
Dennis Thurman
Astros 210 00x - 1
A's 000 001-1
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Darrell Rogers and Mike
Garland combined to drive in
four runs as the A's nudged
the Reds 8-7, while pitcher Pat
Wilson struck out 13 batters
and ripped two doubles as the
Yanks beat the Cards 9-8.
Steve Shaw fanned 11 Reds
and was aided by Jamie
Shields' single and double.
The Reds were paced by Mitch
Cavley, who rapped three
singles and drove in two runs.
Tim Greer singled, doubled
and drove in four runs to lead
the Cards, and Chuck Baker
added a triple and two RBIs.
A's
ab r h
Weaver 4 0 1
Eldridge 3 1 2
Arms'ag 1 0 0
Shields 4 2 2
Rogers 4 2 2
Garland 4 1 2
Shaw 4 1 0
T We,aver 3 1 2
McC'Ion 1 0 0
King I 0 1
Dauday 1 0 0
Drew 1 0 0
Newton 1 0 0
Lewis 1 0 0































Grogan 4 1 0
Jackson 3 1 0
Cawley 4 2 3
Adkins 4 0 3
Ales'er 4 0 0
You 3 0 1
Holland 3 0 0
McD'gal 2 1 0
Sch'der 1 0 0
Pntchett 2 1 1
Kilian 1 0 0
Sc'maker 2 1 0
Swan 2 0 0
Weatherly 1 0 0





Moore 2 0 0
Wells 2 1 1
2 PYla 2 0 0
Thweatt 2 1 1
Greet 4 1 2
Baker 4 1 1
Spate 1 0 0
Darnell 3 0 0
Sykes 3 0 0
(Jutland 2 2 2
Winchester 9' 0 1
Batley' T 117
McKuls 1 0 0
McDowell 2 1 0




Jason Sammons rapped four
hits as the Twins beat the
Pirates 21-14, while Justin-,
Crouse banged three hits,
including a double and triple,
to boost the Yanks' 19-17 win
over the Cards.
Clint Hutson, Steve Carroll
and Bruce Thurman each had
three hits for the Twins. The
Pirates were paced by. five
players with two hits each.
John Mueltunan doubled
twice, and Dean Schumaker
added three bits for the
Yanks, while Tim Armstrong,
Allen Bazzell and Chad
Hendron banged three hits
each for the Twins.
Angels, Brewers Fritter
Leads, Lose In 9th Inning
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The game's never over until
the last man is out,. and
sometimes it's not even over
then.
The California Angels and
Milwaukee Brewers never did
get that elusive last out
Tuesday night, blowing two-
run leads in the ninth inning
and losing, respectively, to the
Cleveland Indians 11-10 and
the Texas Rangers 7-6.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
•
The Boston Red Sox, leading
Kansas City 6-4, appeared to
have the last out -- and their
sttth consecutive victory — in
sight when Willie Wilson lofted
a catchable fly ball, but left
fielder Jim Rice turned it into
a three-base error, Steve
Braun followed with a game-
tying homer and the Royals
pushed across a run in the
110th to beat the Red Sox 7-6.
The New York Yankees
scored three times in the ninth
to beat the Minnesota Twins 4-
1 despite an injury to pitching
ace Ron Guidry.
In other American League
action the Chicago White Sox
clobbered the Baltimore
Orioles 12-4, the Detroit Tigers
trounced the Oakland A's 9-2-
and the Seattle Mariners
defeated the Toronto Blue
Jays 5-1.
Along with the agony of
ninth-inning losses -- "I've got
a bad headache from that
one," said Milwaukee
Manager George Bamberger
— was the ecstasy of Detroit
third base coach Dick
Tracewski managing a game
for the first time in his 27
years in baseball.
Royals 7, Red Sox 6
With twO out in the ninth and,
the Red Sox leading 6-4 on Carl
Yastrzerliski's two-run homer
in thaaighth, Wilson hit what
appeared to be a rsoiitine
game-ending fly ball which
clanked off Rice's glove as
center fielder Fred Lynn cut
in front of him. Braun then
homered 9ff loser Dick Drago
to tie it up.
Other selections were
former star rearguard Harry
Howell of the New York
Rangers, the Oakland-
California Seals andthe Los
Angeles Kings, and center
Henri Richard of the Montreal
Canadiens.
It was also announced that
New York Islanders center
Bryan Trottier won two of
seven individual trophies
awarded by the National
Hockey League in a vote of •--- Trottier won the Art Ross
members of the erofessional Trophy for most points in 1978-
Hockey Writers Association. 79 season with 47 ggoals.
Girls Softball
The Nats beat the Royals-6-
5, and the Aces stopped the




Jann Washer hammered three
home runs each in the second
game, while the Nats outhit
—W-Royals 18-8 in the opening
contest.
In lower-division (ages 7-11
play, the Stars beat the Aces
_27-L3, . and the Cougars
whipped the Hawks 17-7.
Nancy Smith and Leslie
Frankln each belted homers
for the Stars, while Mel
Jackson notched three hits
and a homer for the Aces.
Shelley Howell rapped two
home runs, and Vpnnie Hays
and Natascha Tubbs added,
one each for the Cougars.
Melaine McClain and Sherry
Meadows had two hits each for
the Hawks.
triumph at Cherry Hills last
' June, the tall, lanky 29-year-
old has finished in the top 10
just once.
The line of favorites starts
with Tom Watson and includes
Jack Nicklaus, Lanny
Wadkins, Fuzzy Zoeller, Lee
Trevino, Gray Player- and
Andy Bean.
The field of 138 professionals
and 15 amateurs facing the
first round Thursday includes
11 former Open champions.
The title-holders are led by
three-time iiinnir Nicklaus
and two-time king Trevino.
This Open is important to
Watson and Nicklaus for
different reasons.
'Wiiton. 29, recognized by
nearly Veryone as the game's
No. 1 current player, numbers
no Open Utle_amoug_his 15
victories. .
"You must win an Open to 7
be recognized as a truly great
player," says Watson.
A victory here would add
more luster to a great 1979 for
the red-haired Missourian.
Watson has won four times
and has been second four
more in 14 starts for earnings
of almost $354,000— just $8,000
from his all-time record in
1978.
For Nicklaus, it's simply a
matter of winning. The man
with 15 major professional
titles and more than $3.8
million in career earnings,
both unparalleled, has not won
since Philadelphia last July.
The 39-year-old Nicklauk.IS
fighting over-the-hill Wk. 4
He's been in the top 10 drily
once in eight 1979 starts and
frankly' admits, "I need a win
under my belt to get un-
tracked."
The last of Nicklaus' three'
Open victories was in 1972. .'
The other anticipateed-
challengers ari - Masters
champion Zoeller, No.2 on the
money list; Wadkins, a double
1979 victor like Zoeller and
third in money; former Open
champs -Trevino and Player
and Bean, the impressive 23-
under-par winner  .at_Atlanta
,last week:
Architect George Fazio has
given Inverness a facelift
since it was the site of the
Opens in 1920, 1931 and 1957
and the U.S. Amateur in 1973.
The U.S. Golf Association
asked Fazio to make a minor
change in the 17th green. He
ended up deleting two holes,
combining a third and fourth
into a new par 5 and creating







• Fits many Chrysle• 'd
small cars.J..argq caps' 'es
for the kind of powe, ar
needs • Ask for our F'P' 
Pow& Check
Sale Ends Saturday Night
$3595
878-13 whitewall. plus 11.86 
FEt














































Use any of these F-maec ways to Sio_
Our Own Customer Credit 'Pam • Maser
Charge • Visa • American Express Carl
• Carte Blanche • One's Club •
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES.. .WHERE QUALITY AND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE
Lube & Oil Change
$588 ,s up to five quarts, rand 1000 oil.=r Ixtrs if needed.
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubriatior .3rd oil change • In-








A78 13 blackwall. plus $1.63 per time and old tires
• Goodyear's best selling
diagonal pdy tire
• Smooth, thump-free ride_
•Ii5 Tr-ea d
6.95-1e. C or 07844 blacliwa
plus 320-41C FIT depending On






13x55 '4,6 75 15x7 5
Deep-dish, slotted one.piece aluminum
wheels. High gloss finish shines bright -
draws attention to your car!
Front-End Alignment
and FREE tire rotation
$1588 Parts and additionalServices extra if neededFront *heel drive and
Chevettes ercluded
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and-notate all
• tour tires • Set caster .
camber and too-in to
• Al,gnfrent • 1.,
spedi entoz ussy Os tenmSi os.n d
Most










• Darts end labor -
no extra cher,'
• for air conditioned






HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine charging,
and starting systems analysis •
Install new points tatugs, con-
denser. rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carburetor • In-
cludes Datsun Toyota VW. and
light trucks
S. 12th St.
Store Manager Robert 8. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: II a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 153-05,95
wer.
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EACH OF THESE ADVEITISEO HEMS
IS REQUIRED TO BE READILY
AVAILAILE FOR SALE IN EACH
KROGER STORE. EXCEPT AS
SPECIFICALLY NOTED NI THIS Al) IF
WE DO NUN OUT OF AN ADVERTISED
ITEM. WE WILL OFFER YOU YOUR
CHOICE Of A COMPARABLE ITEM.
WHEN AVAILASLE REFLECTING TN(
SAME SAVINGS OR A RAINCHECII
WHICH WILL ENTITLE YOU TO
PURCHASE THE ADVERTISED ITEM
AT THE ADVERTISED PRICE WITHIN
30 DAYS
Prim effective rhru June 19th








U S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef






Fresh Picnic Style tosA • '61 Lunchtime Favorite
PORK No'SERVE & SAVE
ROAST WIENERS
lb'. 89C
FLORIDA FANCY YELLOW IN THE NM
Sweet Corn EAR 1 5
4
doz.






















































•F,Tiall mutat Hun, Itecaed utIA' ice 40 loelei centiliters
•Illvtlbee thvectte re 'roger hea reli•IM• 1•0 Ceit lisi•rwa
•Atter•rel, iebelltd se•c.is •Optv 10414 for a
























%MOAT IS fAnurs DAY .WNAT OMER WAY TO
MINUTE MAN PM MIS FAVORITE FOODS FROM TIM
DEW IINCEIT—TIMITS -Of EilffSW-
LumONVIIATS, MS A watt RANGE Of NOT AND COW






Buy a Peps; fry59c




Walnut Delight LI 1"
LB 79'
FINEST QUALITY OSCAR MATER
Bologna 11 si 99
SWEET NUTLIKE FLAVOR NATURAL











coOt DEMETIT TREAT ORANGE
2' Gelatin Parfait
comp TO PERFECTION
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CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!












12 CT $ 1 29
PIG
























Eatmore Margarine I LeTUB 6 5
KROGER TEXAS STYLI












FAMILY Sill SLUE IONNIT
Soft Margarine
KROGER WRAPPED IL SLICED
American Cheese Food





























Mexican Dinners. 11. ,201.$ os. PIG. 
AVONDALE SHOESTRING
Potatoes 2.2 . 79'
PKG 89"




SOIL a STAIN mom
Spray & Wash 1602 $1 3CAN 11
Vida; Faddle 69'
HEAVY DUTY

















Cider Press Donuts •
200(1 1 00
10 LOAVES































iog 694 COLOR FILM


























Milkmate 2002. $ 45
SEGO POWDERED $ 39
Mix 
KRAFT
Grape Jam 111I 896












COST CUTTERS!You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our stoare. Plus each week'you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extro savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health 8.beauty aids, moots and produce.
DISINFECTANT
602.Lysol Spray CAN
MACARONI I CHEESE biLuxt















SPAGNETTI WITH MEAT WAS
Kraft Dinner "'A $l 78
KEN RADOW
Tender Chunks . • .20a, 5 749
ITALIAN DRESSING
Wishbone 16 Z. 1 23IOTL. g $119
BREASTO-CHICKEN
IIREAST 0 MOM -
CAN /Chunk Tuna 12
1/ 02. $ 1 79 $1 75
PEAS




















































































12 02 $ 1 47
Kroft Singles PEG /
AMERICAN
Kraft Singles sal S 103...
- 0
KRAFT PIIILADELPIIIA
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Mamie Jares Noah W. Pace Du▪ es Manager, Opening Set
Dies At Age Of At Home; Funeral
Doyle Named K mart
Funeral Thursday Will Be On Friday
Mrs. Mamie Puckett Jones
of 303 South Fifth Street,
Murray, died Tuesday at 11:55
- .. p.m. at the Murray
-Calloway
County Hospital. She -was 90
years of age.
The deceased was first
married to Ulons Puckett who
died in 1933. She later marrie
d
Arlie Jones and he died 
in
1959. Born- July 27, "1888, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Bun
Hopkins and Emily Burkeen
Hopkins.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
the Dexter-Hardin United
!Methodist Church, and had




daugEter, -Mrs. Ruby Neale,
303 Sciuth Fifth Street, 
,
Murray; two sons, Roy ,
Puckett, Louisville, and
Sidney Puckett, Hardin; one
sister, Mrs. Reba Parrish,
Murray; one brother, Cecil
Hopkins, Almo Route 1; five
- grandchildren; seven g
reat
grandchildren.
Mrs: Jones is also survived
by three stepdaughters-Mrs.
Nellie Ramsey, Dexter Route
1, Mrs. Tom Ed (Venice)
Travis, Murray Route 3, and
Mrs. Charles Mary Opal )
Hopkins, Almo Route 1; three
stepsons-T. P. Jones and
William Arlie Jones; Dexter
Route 1, and Cantrell Jones4
Murray.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Jeffrey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m..
tonight Wednesday).( 
Helen Callahan Is
Dead At Age Of 87
Miss Helen Callahan, 113 E.
Cleveland Street, Mayfield.
died Monday at 5 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hcispital.
The deceased was 87 years
'of age and a charter member
of the Seventh and College
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
Miss Callahan i,s survived
by one sister, Mrs Maudie
Deadmon of Mayfield, and
several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield, with Larry Perkins
officiating. The Roberts




Noah W. Pace of Almo
Route 1 died Tuesday át4:15
p.m. at his home. He was 83
years of age.
Mr. Pace was a member of
the West Murray Church of
Christ. Born Dec. 9, 1895, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Emanuel Pace
and Melissa Hunt Pace.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Florence
Matheny Pace, Almo Route 1;
three daughters, Miss Lorene
Pace and Mrs. Ed ( Katherine)
Holden, Almo Route 1, and
Mrs. Laverne Capps, Paris,
Tenn.: one son, Estel Pace,
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Gertrude Matheny, Hazel
Park, one brother,
Frank Peet Murray; eight_
grandchildren; 14 great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with James E. Cooper,
minister of the West Murray
Church, officiating. The song
service will be by singers from
the West Murray Church.
Pallbearers will be Jeri!
Humphreys, Dwight Holden.
Randal Pace, Charles Capps,
David Capps, and Joe Had-
dock, all grandsons. Burial
will follow in the Stewart
Cemetery.
-Friends may call at the





Mrs. Lola Morton of Murray
died Tuesday at 6:39 p.m. at
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was 70 years of
age and the wife of Paul
Morton who died in 1969.
- The deceased was a
member of the Mt. Pleasant
Presbyterian Church. Born
Jan. 9, 1904, in Graves County,
she was the daughter of the '
late Turner Dunnaway and
• Eva Jackson Dunnaway.
Mrs. Morton is survived by
three daughters-Mrs. Bob
(Salone4 Wynn, Doran Road,
Murray, Mrs. Billy Joe (Jean)
Rogers,-Winter Haven, Fla.,
and Mrs. Wayne (Kay)
Travis, Benton:* four sons-
Mickie, Ed, Billy, and Donnie
Morton, all of Murray; one
brother, Jack Dunnaway,
Evansville, Ind.; 18 grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
One daughter, Mrs. Sue
Windsor. diedin 1968.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Wayne Carter officiating.
For Mrs. Donelson 
;Grandsons will serve as
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy
Donelson will be held Thur-
sday at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. A. H.
McLeod officiating.
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
. Friends may call at the
funeral home.
K mart Corporation has
named Leon J. Doyle general
manager of the new 55,552
square-foot K mart discount
department store in Murray
on U. S. Highway 641 N.
Doyle began working for the
cc.mpany in 1964 at a K mart in
Detroit while he was attending
high school. After graduating
and serving in the U. S. Air
Ft-gee, he entered the K mart
management-training pro-
gram in 1973 at a Kresge
variety store in Detroit. He
was then an assistant
manager at a Kresge unit in
Lincoln Park, Mich.. and a K
mart store in Warren, Mich.
Doyle was named mer-
chandise manager of . the K
mart in Niles, Mich., in 1976.
He was promoted to manager
of the K mart in Washington
Court House, a, in 1977. Doyle
reports to. Murray from his
Washington Court House
assignment.
The new K mart will be
under the supervision of Carl




The first K mart discount
department store' in Murray
has employed more than 60
local residents it was an-
nounced today. Additional
employees will be added to the
Youth Rally Set
At Local Church
, I the money they had requested, while
the more severe cuts came in the lower
ranked programs. Others in the top five
were Boone County, Owensboro, Lin- '
coin County and Daviess County.
The largest cut was to Warren
County', which received only $15,000 of
I,
, the $9,9
00 it had requested.
Other county school systems
receiving funding were:: Franklin,
.: •••"fi •
• •  • • 1
School... - (Continued From Page One
Ashland, did not re-apply, while the
proposed programs by Bardstown and
Allen County were not approved.
The higher ranked districts got most
•
.**-. . _
Kenton, Hardin, Pike,.-Owsley, Trigg,
• Jessamine, Owen, Fayette, Rowan,
,4k
Oldham, Pulaski, Grant, Estill, Leslie,
Scott, 
rieffIrersondeor,sonii,opFklienmis, ng, lBlouwlliatyt:




K mart staff during peak
seasonal periods. .
The employees are now
being trained. _to. render fast
and efficient service when the
store opens. "We are anxious
to announce the opening date
as soon as we finalize our
department layouts for ease of
shopping," said the manager,
Leon J. Doyle.
The K mart iS.__P___Pf..4_more
than 1,900K mart, Kresge and-
Jupiter stbres operated by the
K mart Corporation,
headquartered in Troy, Mich.,
and founded 80 years ago.
K mart employees, over
180.000 in the United States,
are among those with the
longest employment tenure in
retailing. Over 2,800 have been
with the company for 25 years
or more. Many thousands
more are employing. pensions
The New Concord United 
offered to all employees. •
Pentecostal Church, located 
An additional note of in- . "The Duke is dead, wtuch
terest is that all employees, 
By REYNOLDS R. RAST means the tallest tree in the
off Highway 121 on Highway •after one year of service, are 
Asociated Press Writer
forest has been felled " said
444 will hold a youth rally and HOLL
YWOOD A '-
dedication of the new class 
Motion Picture Association
rooms to the church building 
Donations, some large and president Jack Valenti. ,
, _ - some small, are pouring into President Jimmy Carter
on Friday, June 15, at 7:30 , • • the hospi
tal where screen
p.m.
Guest speaker will be the
oi the
i h' 1  C
arter. "I3ut he was more
was the genuine article," said
Kentucky District from 
cancer fund that won Wayne's
Truckers•••
wand." said A. Daniel O'Neal,
Alabama authorities said Linda
Pruett, 20, of Warner Robins, Ga., was
wounded when gunfire hit her -
husband's semi-truck on U.S. 82 west of
Northport. Her husband, Fred, 23, was
not injured in the shootings.
A spokeswoman at • Druid City
Hospital in Tuscaloosa, Ala., said Mrs.
Pruett was in critical condition with a
bullet lodged in her left rib cage this
morning.
A radio reporter, Sam Ha*of WACT,
Tuscaloosa, said the truck was struck
on the driver's side by at least three
bullets, apparently fired fronian
embankment across the- road. -There
were no arrests.
Madison, Whitley, Boyle and Boyd.
Independent school districts
receiving funds were: Fort Thomas,
Paintsville, Berea, Russellville,
Elizabethtown, Campbellsville, Science
Hill, Paris, Paducah, Covington,
Maysville, Mayfield and Sornerset.
The state board refused to change a
regulation governing the approval of
experimental school programs despite
objections from the Kentucky
Association of Christian Schools.
The association, which has won a suit
in circuit court against regulation by
the state, objected to the regulations
applying to "any school" and "non-
public schools."
Ed Fossett, general counsel to the
Education Department, recommended
against change after holding a hearing
May 21. Fossett noted the regulation
has no application to the Christian
schools involved in the law suit because
of an injunction by circuit court.
He said the department presently
_ interprets that to apply to similar
private.. schools not covered by the
injunction.
The case is now before the state
Supreme Court on appeal and Fossett
said that whatever the ruling, the
regulation will probably have to be
modified and any change now would be
futile.
However, the board rejected a
recommendation by Fossett that such
experimental programs be
automatically approved after two years
if proven successful. Presently they
must be reviewed every year.
(Continued From Page One)
Snarled traffic by crawling along high-
Maryland as hundreds of trucks
shot up in Kansas, Wisconsin and
There were reports of trucks being
ways three and four abreast. Nine
Tennessee. In Indiana, a truckstop-
protest resulted in the arrest of an trate ---' The truckers are hoping they will find
motorist who allegedly threatened to • an0 d seat urf f s forbo g i their t io puceomoplafoinrtslackoncoef
shoot out the tires of trucks blocking
transportation and shortages develop.fuel pumps, police said.
They predicted this would happen in
There were also some nervous about a week.
moments in Union (lap, Wash., where
five rigs at a truck stop had to crash In Washington state, truckers are
through a fence break out of 4 a aiming to stop deliveries of the
blockade by 100 ot nuill-iniuion-clollax cherry crop, now _
trickers in Milfor , Conn., were just ripening.
ctLrged with criminal trespassing for
ment and industry is to get to the
"The only way to get to the govern-
truck station.
refusing to move their rigs out of a
people,"said Matt Berry, one of the
protest coordinators.Thirty rig operators were arrested in
Tj
Donations Pour In. - ...THE NEWS IN BRIEF.. Tioj
o VVayne Memoria
)
entitled to enroll in the K mart
stock purchase plan.
Methodist Nix




AP) - Sandinista guerrillas limit a family's annual hea
lth-
held_ gontrol of slum districts




rocket and strafing attacks by
government planes. Somoza
reported heavy fighting also in
the northern cities of
Matagalpa and Leon, but a
photographer who arrived
from Leon said it was almost
completely under guerrilla
control and fighting had
„subsided_ _
legend -.John Wayne died as 
said Wayne was "bigger than
fans honor family wishes for 
life."
Merger Proposal 
"In an age of few heroes, he
Rev. Gerald Vittiow, The Du
ke's': memorial - a .
Louisville.
The pastor, the Rev. W. L.
Melton, urges all members
and the public id-attend the
Friday evening rally and
dedication. •
Regular worship services
will be held Sunday at 11 a.m.




The Rev. Steve Sampson of
Beaumont, Texas, will speak
at the Christian Fellowship
Church at Briensburg in
services at 7:30 p.m. starting
Sunday, June 17, and con-
tinuing through Wednesaav.
June 20.
The speaker is now pastor of
a Chrismatic Church in
Beaumont and is the author of
several books.
The public is urged to attend
arid for transportatioillall 527-
8369 or 527-99_41, a church
spokesman said.
Dairy Month Livestock Market
Pallbearers will be Lester Promotion
and Buel Donelson, Lestel 
Elkins, Elmo Boggess, Jesse is Planned
Rushing, and Clarence
Duncan. Burial will follow in
the Fossett Cemetery.. ;
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Donelson, 90, died
Monday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Oak Park Hospital, Oak Park,
Ill. She was the oldest member
of the Russell's Chapel United
hodist Church. Her
I and, • Ed Donelson, died
March 2, 1970. Born Nov. 21,
1888. she was the daughter of
the late Jesse Rheubin Parker
and Lucinda Morris Parker.
Survivors include one son,
Hubert Donelson and his wife,
Ruby Boggess Donelson, 1821




Mich., and Darrell Donelson,
•• Allen Park, Mich.; one
nephew, Jesse Rushing, St.
Louis, Mo.; five ggreat
grandchildren.






The special June Dais',
Month promotion, sponsored
by theFirst District American,
Dairy Association, will be held
Friday, June 15. from 4 to 9:30
p.m. and on Saturday, June 16,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at the
Paducah Mall, according to
Mrs. Joseph L. Wilson, Fancy
Farni, president of the Ladies
Auxiliary, and Kieth Let-
terman, Murray, president of
the --• Paducah Young
Dairymen.
Features of the two day
event will include a milking
contest and a calf feeding
contest from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on
'Saturday. .
Cows and calves will be
shown, and the Magic Cow will
be present. Free samples of
freshmilk, cheese, butter, an
magic cow will be distributed,
officials said.
Also present for the
festivities will be the Ken-
tucky Dairy Princess Patsy
Coots.
Letterman and Mrs. Wilson
urge the publit to attend the
Dairy Promotion on Friday
--vaciSaturda.y.
Legion Post No. 329
To Meet On Friday
The American 1 kg ion Post
No. 329 will have a special
called meeting on Friday,
June 15, at 7:30 p.m.
• Golden Dillard. com-
mander, urges all members to
attend
LOUISV111.E, Ky AP, - USDA --
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 600.
feeders 50 percent. slaughter steers and
heifers untested. cows 116703 higher.
• bulls not fully tested: slaughter calves
untested. vealers steady to weak, feeders
limited offering near stead!e.
Slaughter steers few choice No 3 1116 lb
69 slaughter cows commercial 3-5
5300-5500: ,utility 1-3 51.00-56 00,, a few
high dressing individuals 56 50-58 00
cutter 1-2 46 25-52.50: slaughter bulls few
yield grade 1-2 1050-1565 lb indicating 75-78
carcass boning percent 58 75-65.00.
slaughter calves and vealers choice 155-305
lb vealers 85 00-94 00. calves untested.
feeder steers choice 365-480 lb 8450% 00.
515-650 lb 79 50-80 00. mixed go:Oci and
choice small lot 245-290 lb 87 50-96 00. 420-
5.15 lb 72.0042.0k good 460-500 lb 6500-
7000,heifers choice 350-460 lb 73 00-85 25,
a few 525-675 lb 68.25-69 5: mixed good and
choice 350-450 lb 69.50-76 00.
Hogs 1700: includes 1000 feeder pigs,
barrows and gilts 1.50 higher, „US 1-2 205-
235 lb 42.154235: No 2 200-24 lb 41 80.
4240: 2-3 200-250 lb 41 0041.80; No 3 250-
265 lb 39 00-40 00: 280-315 lb 35 00-36 75.
sows steady to 50 higher. US 1-2300-350 lb
1110-2210. 350-400 lb 30.50-31 50. 405600 lb
11 50-32.50. a few at 33%: No. 3 150-600 lb
zi.co-31 00; boars over 300 lb 29 90-30 25:
• Sheep -26:'elasohtes lambs weak to 2_00
lower: slaughter lambs choice and prune
94 lb 66 00. good and choice 81 lb 11000:
daughter ewes good 20.00. feeders chore
and fancy 4579 lb native lambs 45 00-50 00
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
1API - A proposed merger of
two-United Methodist .groups
in Tennessee failed to be
approved by church leaders.
Bishop G. Allen Hunt
reported the merger proposal
failed 320;•240 in voting
Tuesday by the Tennessee
Conference, representing
Middle ad East Tennessee,
which is having its annual
conference this week.
Results of a vote taken
during the annual meeting
June 3-7 of' the Memphis
Conference, 'which en-
compasses West Kentucky
and West Tennessee. were
also announced, with the
proposal losing 345-223
The ballots from, the
Memphis Conference were
sealed and the results an-
nounced Tuesday.
Rock-A-Thon To Be
enthusiasm n ma weeks. than just a hero, he.. was a
-Some gifts are in the symbol of- *many of the
thousands, usually around
$10,000, but rcan't reveal the 
ctualities tfiapinade America.
great. The ruggedness, theUCLA - Medical.
tough independence, the sense
C,enter administrator Bernard of personal courage, on and off
Strohm said Tuesday. the screen, reflected the best
The family asked that, in- , of our national character."
stead of flowers, donations be In San Clemente, former
made to the John WaYtre president Richard Nixon,
Cancer Fund. ,.--whorn Wayne staunchly
This fund was discussed supported until the darkest
during the last two weeks," days of the Watergate scan-
said a . hospital spokesman. dal, said, "John Wayne was
-Mr. Wayne was enthusiastic
sources,
about it and he talked about it
with the hospital and with his
children."
_ Strohm said there were
-many small donations, and a
few large ones, but we really
haven't looked at it all yet."
Meanwhile,' Wayne's
colleagues euloglZed the hero
who lost the last battle of a
brawling 50-year career
Monday, when he died of
cancer at the age of 72.
At Brooks Chapel Stock Market
A Rock-A-Thon will be held .
at the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. likated
east of Deirtpr off iligiutay 
, on aturday. June 16,
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.. spon-
sored by the Youth •,f the
church.
Hot dogs, chih, lee roam,
and drinks' will be ••,,,•! with
Ur proceeds to the'
INited• Methodist Youth
Fellowship.
The public is it •1 to
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Gilts $i 013-$1 25 high,' •
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US 1-2200-230 lbs
$41US 2 200-240 Its:
US 2-3240-250 ItAs
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US 1-2 270-350 Ibis
US 1-3 300-450 Itxs
US 1-3 450-500 I Lis
US 1-3 500450 IN.
US 2-3 300-500
Boars24 50-28 Or
Prices of Mock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger & Ttmes by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average  -4 1 30
true grit on and off the screen.
The roles he played and the
life he lived will inspire
Americans for generations to
come."
The Los Angeles County.
Board of Supervisors ordered
flags on county buildings
flown . at half Staff.- The
Olympic-Torch atop the Los
Angeles Coliseum was lit and
will burn until after Wayne's
funeral.
Wayne's office said funeral
services would 'be "very
private, for the. family only."
The day of the_seeinceS has not
been announced.
-VIENNA, Austria ( AP) -
Viennese who want to see
Jimmy Carter and Leonid I.
Breihnev during their summit
visit this weekend should turn'
on their TV sets. The security
screen will be very tight.
Officials say 1,500 agents' will
be working during the four-
day meeting.
care bill to 22,500 appears




Democrats who would guide
health insurance legislation
• are, for the most part,
cautiously critical of the latest





NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( API -
A-Convicted murderer serving
a life sentence and his new
w)de say they'll challenge in t
ici
allow- them to have a baby by 
Ins)
Co)
court the state's refusal to
artificial insemination. ''I feel 
Aus
like it's very much my 
Si
responsibility to have a child 
edu
,by my husband. I feel-like the 
moi
Bible says this," said Mary 
fou
McDonald, whose husband 
uni
F4110 won't be eligible for 
Col
parole from the Fort Pillow 
Edi




. WASkI1NGTON I API - 
Ex
President Carter's chances of
maintaining trade sanctions
against Zimbabwe Rhodesia
are improving, despite a




the president has -doubled
Senate support for his position
on the newly elected black
majority government in that
southern African nation..
WASHINGTON (AP )
DENVER AP) -The 9,000-
pound carcass of Margie, a
circus, elephant, has helped
scientists prove that Stone
Age spears - and Stone Age
men - lutist have' been pretty
tough indeed. Armed. with
.replicas of prehistoric
weapons, archaeologists from
six states attacked the carcass
in an experiment aimed at
proving the world's earliest
elephant hunters actually
used the stoneheaded spears
and axes.
------- - - ..
American teieeiwn. Se% *L. 









 a -44 SALE .
General Dynamics '  30% tine
General Motors ,,,,  8042 -311
General Tire 2415 , 4-44'
Goodrich . . . 204 -411
Hatt:lees . . .. . 14 44
lleublein  277. +.••
IBM . 77
% -%
Pennwalt  33% 1- L4





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
I.' r al The reward for
 information
s: 00 about vandals who caused
' r13 $13,000 in dam
ages at
sl on Franklin County High Sc
hool
"4000 recently has grown to $1,000.
'3000 The county -s
chool board
'''x'°° increased the re
ward' for
••• oo
no information leading to ar
rest












2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE 
NO EXCHANGE
NO LAYAWAY
Buy One Pair AttReg. Price Get A 'Second Pair Free
] ! ! -
--Ns.offer includPs Men's_Women anctthildrens'I fress,-Casttal,--Sandals and Canvas Sh
oes
You can mIx them when buying, so bring the whole fagiily
, friend or neighbor.
510m Main, Street 
FAMILY 




























































BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE opens the premiere season of the Purchase Area Repertory
TheatreiPART) on Thursday evening June 14 at 8:00 p.m. in the air conditioned theatie
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State. Elaine Bass, appearing as Mrs.
Baker, registers shock at the behavior of her son Don Baker and Jill Tanner as played
by David Davis and Carla Horton. Tickets can be obtained by calling 767-.6797. •
Photo By William Phillips
Dr. Joan Maupin To Participate
In National Consumer Institute
Dr. Joan I.. Maupin, con-
sumer specialist and assistant
professor of home economics
at Murray State University,
has been selected to par-
ticipate in The first National
Consumer Economics
Institute in Atlanta July 29-
Aug. 10.
She is one of 30 consumer
educators invited from among
more than 150 applicants from
four-year colleges and
universities. The Georgia
Council on • Economic
Education will be the host for
the institute, which is sup-
ported by the American
Express Foundation to




Dr. Maupin joined the home
economics faculty at Murray
State in 1978. She teaches
classes in family money
management, consumer
problems, family economics,
and management for effective
living.
Her selection means her
expenses will be paid for the
Dr. Joan L Maupin
Atlanta meeting, as well as to
the annual meeting of the
Joint Council on Economic
Education in Toronto,
Canada, in October. In ad-
dition, $500 mini-grants will be
available to assist in the
implementation of the in-
service program for consumer
education teachers.
The overall program will
consist of four phases:
- The Atlanta session
"1151IF MOM MOO. MillM 
lam gem mem
LEASE I PRE-OWNED 1978 BLAZER
For $197.00 per month
Equipped with air conditioning, power steering and
I brakes, automatic 
transmission. The top is removable
I Minimum 6 
months, 1,000 miles per mon out
penalty. Satisfactory insurance coverage and 
ap-
proved credit are required.
I




So. 12th St., Murray, Ky., 753-2617
/023. mt=rsv aa:Dor mem meow mem mem
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where the focus will be on
economic principles and
concepts and how they affect a
consumer education program,
economic policy issues af-








development of an action plan
for state consumer economics
programs.
— Work with each par-
ticipant's state council on
economic education in the
development of an inservice
program for consumer
education teachers.
— The meeting, of the Joint
Council off Economic
Education in Toronto.
— Implementation of an
inservice consumer edueation
program for teachers, with a




OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) —
Crops in four western Ken-
tucky counties will be sur-
veyed from outer space this
summer under a joint project
of the U.S. Department of




will be used to improve
techniques for estimating
agricultural production.
Daviess, Todd, Ballard and
Crittenden counties were
chosen to represent Kentucky
in the 29-state project which
begins in mid-June.
A NASA satellite will
photograph crops to deter-
mine the type and quantity
while Agriculture Department
employees on the ground
gather the same information.
The two sets of data will be







Now $1 or kJ/  
//$2500
Free Gift Wrap tin -'-
FARM DAY SPECIA
1 Group Dacron & Cotton




Honor Roll At Calloway Released
The honor roll for second
semester at Calloway County
High School has been released
by school officials as follows
FRESHMEN:
Carla Barnett, Jenise Boyd,
'Karen Carraway, Jane Ann
Barrow, Terrill Hester,
Robert Crick+, Thomas
Dowdy, Marie Brantley, Lynn
Eldredge+, Randy Brandon,
Kristy Clark', Trisha ,Denean
Clark,
Randy Dawson, Alan K.
Waddell, Tony Hendon
Christi Hale, Steven Hale,
Lisa Phillips, Darrell Over-





Randy Bennett, La Donna
Overby+, John Smith, Lisa
Turner, Teresa Roberts, Lynn
Underhill, James Rogers,
Marsha Turner, Jenpirer
Waldrup, Gene West, Jay
Young, Joey Zinkovich+, ---
SOPHOMORE:
Danettai Marris.JulieGargus. ,o Teresa Bell, Leslie Atkins,
Scott Coleman, Carita
Chambers, Monica Brown+,
Kathy Bynum, Marcia Cun-












Seismologists Hope To Gain More
Knowledge Of Fault From Tremor
MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP, —
Seismologists at Memphis
State University hope to in-
crease their knowledge of the
New Madrid fault by studying
a weekend earth tremor in
West Tennessee.
The tremor, registering
almost 4.0 on the Richter
scale, hit late Sunday night
and was felt from Dyersburg,
Tenn., to Caruthersville, Mo.
"It was a pretty good shot
for the area," said Dr. Arch
Johnston, director of the
Tennessee Earthquake
Information Center at
Memphis State. "Given the
intensity of the tremor, I'm
surprised more people didn't
feel it.
Johnston said the quake hit
at 11:12 p.m., CDT, along the
Mississippi River and
measured at least 3.7 and
perhaps 4.0 on the Richter
scale, which gauges the
energy released by an ear-
thquake as measured by
ground motion recorded on a
seismograph.
A quake of 3.5 on the scale
can ause slight damage and
of 4.0 can cause moderate
ge.
"The duration on our in-
struments was 30-40 seconds,"
Johnston said. "For someone
feeling it, At 'would have beer
just several seconds."
One Dyersburg apartment
resident felt it but didn't
realize it.
"I was sitting around
watching television and I
Hearing Set On
Graves Tax Hike
MAYFIELD, Ky. ( API -
The Graves County Board of
Education plans a public
hearing Thursday on its
proposal to levy a 3 percent
utility gross receipts tax.
A board spokesman said
proceeds from the tax would
be used to offset additional
operating expenses caused by
inflation and for renovating
present school facilities in the
county.
The spokesman also ex-
plained that the tax would
qualify the school system for




LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
thought it was just somebody
running up the stairs," he said
Monday. It didn't dawn on
me what it was until this
morning when everybody was
talking about it."
Johnston said his equipment
recorded no aftershocks.
The Dyersburg Police
Department said it began
getting caps about 11:15 p.m.
The tremor also was recorded
by the earthquake information
'center in St. Louis.
The Richter scale is named
for its inventor, Dr. Charles F.
Richter. The reading on a
seismograph is given in
magitudes and every increase
of one number — 3.0 to 4.0, for
example — means the ground
motion is 10 times greater.
The 1906 San Francisco
earthquake, in which 700
persons died, measured 8.3
and the Alaskan earthquake in
March 1964, . which killed 114
persons, measured 8.5.
Seismologists are par-
A majority of Fayette County
residents favor Sunday retail
sales here, according to a
public opinion survey con-
ducted by a group of
University of Kentucky
graduate students.
Dr. Dean Jaros, a political
science professor, directed the
poll of 270 county residents,to
determine public opinion on
several local issues, including
Sunday closing laws.
According to the sun'€;Y.
which was conducted in April,
55.6 penitent of the respondents
felt all businesses should be
allowed to open on Sunda
Another 29.2 percerit said at




and 2.2 percent were urf-
decided.
Counties currentlr car.
exempt themselves ' by cr-
dintince from the state.5.
Sunday closing "blue law.'
but efforts to enact such or-
dinances here have filed.
ticularly interested in the New
Madrid fault zone, which
extends from Memphis up the
Mississippi River to New
Madrid, Mo., because they
expect a major tremor along
the fault in the next 50 years.
Major disturbances along a
fault zone are believed to
occur about every 100 years.
The New Madrid „ear-
-thcitiake of Dec. 16, 1811; which
occtirred prior to the Richter
scale, is,Veved one of the
most powerful to strike North
America in modern times.
Historians say the
Mississippi River flowed
backward after the quake
pushed the river bed upward
and boats traveling the river
were tossed ashore and
splintered.
And the 10,000 acre Reelfoot
Lake in Northwest Tennessee
was created when Reelfoot
Creek, dammed by the shock
waves, backed up into al ,ow
swampy area.
Carson, Lisa Bazzell, Brigitte
Bynum, Lisha Bury, Lor
Buchanon, Jamie Barnett+,
Susan Byars, Melissa




Elkins, Michael Dillon, Dale
Finney+, Rose Herndon,
Charles Holt, Jack Gray, Judy
French+, Keisha Lassiter+,
Kerry Lamb, Kathy Lovett+,
4Joy'Kelso, Meleah Paschall+,
Melissa Miller+, Steve
Reed, Kelly Pritchard, Dale
Sheridan, Denise Ruthdt-
ford+, David Thorn, Mary
Wagoner, Galen Wortham,




Adams, Debbie • Blakely,
Tommy Boggess+, Johnna
Brandon, Carol Cooper,
Charlotte Coursey, • • Ricky
Cunningham, Connie Curd,
Mary Denny, Sandra Dillon,
Steve Enoch+,
Tommy Fike, Ricky Hale,
Mark Fred Herndon, Lesa
Hoke, Gail Jewell,_ Karol
Kemp, Eric Kelleher, Shayne
Lassiter, Shelia McKenzie,
Teresa McKinney, Renee




Renee Overby, Jackie Parker,
ierry easchall+, Shelia
Phillips, Jan Potts, Betty
Pounds, Mike Randolph,
Janet Rowland Johnson, Rose
Ross,
Shawrf Simmons, Kim
Starks+, Teresa Steen, Conda
Stubblefield, Terry Tucker,
Donna Walker Orr, Carol
Watkins, Dave Watson,
Russell Wilson, Mark Win-
(
chester, Mary Ann Win-
chester, Stephanie Wyatt+.





is styled for comfort and





elastic, it's made to
stand up under tots of
wearings and washings
Fruit of the Loom . .
they keep making it...
better not expensive.
Men's Crew or V-neck
Tee Shirts, Reg 3/$4.99
SMLXL Wit 334.00
Athletic Shirts Reg 3/s3 99
SMLXL sow 343.x
- -
Men's Briefs 28 44













Usea to oe, the main reason for
going to Hardee's was to indulge
in their gorgeous burgers. Now,
there's another big attraction—
Hardee's new Hot Ham •n'
Cheese. Imagine—a-double
portion of tender juicy ham and
two servings of tasty, mellow
cheese—all melted together and
served On-0-toasted sesame seed
bun. But if that's not enough to




i I ' •
ME BEST EAT1N' SPECIAL:
TWO DEUCIOUS HAIWWCHEESE
SANDWICHES FOR ONLY $ 1.79.
Good at all participating Hardees. Please p
resent this coupon before ordering.
One coupon per -ustonlet-, please_ Customer. must o
atony sales tax due
on the purchase price. This coupon not good in 
combination with any 9ther—OfTers.
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SPLASH-ON LOTION 7 Oz.
DEODORANT SPRAY 5.5 Oz.
ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY 5 Oz.
ANTI-PERSPIRANT STICK 2.5 Oz.











Relieves Headache Pain FAST
ANACIN
FAST PAIN RELIEF ANAILEIC)
HEADACHE COLDS i BODY ACHE NEURALG
IA








































Quart-size THERMOS ° brand vacuum
_ boVe_pd a tight-seal food box. Sturdy
vinyl-coated bagiZippered shut A
genuine THERMOS ° brand sports kit.'





















to Dad thisFather's Day
He'd love to heal it.
'•Pad
Husband Qlin
O Grandfather Q Sont-in-Laty
0 erecter 0 atefter
0 Ni. Filtber
else who's tops in your 
1-,\O Godfather
















*EXTRA FINE UN WAXED
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GIFTS FOR DAD 1'\
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(on specially marked packages)
OUR SALE PRICE $2.99
REFUND DIRECT
FROM GILLETTE $1.00
YOUR FINAL COST 999
Gillette All-Star Specials!
-111
only $1 28 only sve
Vote for your favorite players
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FOSTER STORY - An old-fashioned minstrel show which concludes with the singing
of "Old Folks at Home" is one of the high points of "The Stephen Foster Story," the
outdoor musical drama that opened its 21st season this past weekend at My Old Ken-
tucky Home State Park, Bardstow,n. Vie Paul Green show will play nightly, except
Mondays, through Sept. Z at 830 EDT.
his Is The Season To Reach
Out And Travel Through State
sy Helen Price Stacy
Traveling might leave you
feeling a bit like a worn
Raggedy Ann, a disheveled
but eitarming-Raggle-Taggle
Gypsy-0. or the last rose of
summer, but it's well worth it.
Especially if you're traveling
to discover and rediscover
Kentucky.
This is the season to reach
out to Kentucky.
At My. Old Kentucky Home
State Park in Bardstown,
"The Stephen Foster Story" is
in its 21st year. Performances
are nightly at 8:30 except
Monday. Like other outdoor
presentations, the offerings
are history, romance, music
and high entertainment.
The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come" starts its
season July 1 at Little
Shepherd Playhouse
Amphitheatre at Van near
Whitesburg. This drama is
based on the novel by John
Fox Jr. Visitors to the .
theater's woodland setting
should take time to explore the.
area for its own history and
rugged characters and also
for Its connections with Fox.
Kingdom Come Creek leads
to the handsome log house
where Fox spent time
studying his characters and
writing his stories. The old log
house will transport you to
another era, where you can
discover the warmth and
loyalty of people who walk
through pages of books by this
beloved author. The "Little
Shepherd" is staged at 8:30 on
Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays through Aug. 31.
When the summer musical
season at Jenny- Wiley State
Park Amphitheatre opens
June 20, it will offer a chance
to evaluate performances that
could lead to Broadway and
stardom for participants.
Jenny Wiley Summer Music
Theatre tryouts earlier in the
year attract known per-
formers and those who know
the potential of being chosen.
Ron Politic), a Jenny Wiley
performer in 1970, went on to
create the role of Arnold
Horshack in TV's "Welcome
Back Kotter." A 1969 cast
member, Cynthia Bostic, later -
was Miss Kentucky and was
featured in the TV drama
"For Richer, For Poorer."
Eileen Barnett who ap-
peared at Jenny Wiley in 1968-
69. is a cast member of TV's
-Days of Our Lives." Randy
Jones, a singer at the am-
phitheatre in 1972, is now a
member of the singing group
The Village People."
If you are a Shakespeare
fan, you will want to visit
Louisville's Central Park
where three Shakespeare
plays will be presented this
season starting July 11 at 8:45-
p.m.
' Almost every town and
community will have a special
event, as well as diverse
programs and entertainment _
presented by schools, colleges ,
and universities. You can
enroll for. Appalachian Folks
Week June 17-23 at Hindman,.
Settlement School in Knott
County and be able to tell
others about - the staunch,




The Tri-State Fair &
Regatta in the Ashland,
Huntington, Ironton area
(Hwy. 81) includes a Run-By-
The-River June 16, Regatta
Ball on the Gateway Clipper
sternwheeler June 30 and the
float boat race July 4.
There's so mtiektri see and
do in Kentucky this season it
boggles your mind but it's a
pleasant boggling. Get out
your Kentucky maps and start
marking trails, adventure and
entertainment lie ahead when
summer is spent in Kentucky.
Method Of Evaluating Gifted,
Talented Programs Is Changed
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An official of the statt
Education Department thinks
this year's method of
evaluating proposed school,
programs for gifted and
talented children will help
quiet some of the criticism
voiced about last year's
process.
Experts *ere recruited
'from other states this year to
evaluate the programs, which
have been proposed for state
funding. In 1978, the first year
of the program, some of those
making the recommendations
were from school districts





struction, said Monday that 21
experts in the field were used
to review 103 program ap-
plications. All signed af-
fadavits that they had not
assisted a Kentucky school
district with a program in the
field, she said.
Each proposed program
was reviewed by three
"readers," whose combined
evaluations were used in
ranking the programs.
Those rankings, in order of
quality, were to be presented
today to the state Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education at the beginning of
its two-day quarterly meeting.
- -Mrs. Kimbrough said the
only change her division made
was to reduce the amount of
money requested by the
districts to allow funding of
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscriloors wire bass not
rocoivod Moo* Immo•-doirttrod
copy of The Wormy Lodger
Timm by 5:30 p.m. filesiet -
Friday or by 3:30 p.....
Satwdrf art griped to WI
7511116 6/two's 5:0 p.m.
mmd 6 p.m., Mosilay•fridoy, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sew
days, to insure &Myer, of tito
movospopor. Cab mat Mt
*cod by 6 p.m. worititdrys of
4p.m. Saturdays to gemromtoo
&Hooey.
more programs.
The 103 program requests
totaled nearly $3 million, she
said, while only $1 million has
been allocated for the 1979-80
school year. She said a total of
23 programs were funded last
year with the initial $565,700
made available for the
program by the 1978 General
Assembly.
Mrs. Kimbrough said that 21
of those programs re-applied
for funding, and 19 would
receive the money if the
readers' recommendations
are accepted.
"People can see we were
pretty objective last year
when 19 of 21 were recom-
mended by the out-of-state
readers," Mrs. Kimbrough
said. It makes me feel better
about our procedures last
year."
The programs were
evaluated in eight areas, each
eligible for a total of 100 points
from each reader. The areas
of evaluation included a






The state board also was
scheduled to consider a
request from Jefferson County
school officials to lower a
cutoff point for allowing
kindergarten and first grade
students to enter school early
next year.
The superintendents and
school board chairmen from
five districts are scheduled to
appear Wednesday to explain
steps they are taking to
eliminate junior or senior high
schools from the lowest ac-
creditation ranking.
The state board has said it
wants to do away with basic
high schools by the end of next
school year. There are still





(AP) - The Army hospital
here expects a shortage of -
physicians again this summer
but not as severe as last year.
Col. Frederick Biehusen,
commander of the facility,
said the shortage exists in part
because the training period
for military doctors ends June
30 each year.
He said many doctors who
are leaving school or their
present duty stations take a
furlough before reporting to
new posts.
The hospital is authorized 33
physicians. At the lowest point
in July, it will have between 24
and 28, said Biehusen.
MISS MSU IN PAGEANT - Miss Murray State University
Stephanie Anne Bedell, 22, will be among the 21 con-
testants in the Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant in
Louisville June 21-23. Miss Bedell is the daughter of M.
"and_Mrs. Edward Louis Bedell of Louisville. The winner of
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ing way to welcome
summer-with Folger's Strawberry
Breeze. It tastes so delicious because it's made with '
Mountain Grown Folger's. Mountain grown coffee is the
richest, most aromatic kind there is. In the cool mountain
air, coffee ripens slowly so it builds up more rich flavor.
Folger's s Coffee is available in several grinds-there's
one just-right for your coffeemaker. For automatic drip
coffeemakers, try Folger's Flaked Coffee. specially made for
these machines. It's the same delicious Mountain Grown
Folger's, but it's flaked to release more of Folger's rich flavor,
so you use less and save money.
Now save 60c. Clip these coupons and save 30c on









1 cup strong brewed
Folger s Coffee
1 cup light cream (half -and-hafft
3 tablespoons sugar
1 cup strawberries
Vs cup crushed ice
Prepare double-strength Folger s according to directions
on can using half the amount of water to the usual amount
of coffee Chill Place chilled coffee, light cream, sugar.
strawberries, and crushed ice in blender cektrarner Whip at
high speed until foamy Pour into tall glasses Makes 2
ample servings
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be eligible bra tax break oiair
a two-year period.
The _state Department for
Human Resources' Bureau for
Manpower Srvices has
received approximately
$185000 to operate the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
(TJTC) program during the
1979 fiscal year. The U.S.
Department of Libor has
allocated $9.1 million to defray
states' costs in administering
the program.
According to the provisions
of the program, employers
who hire jobless persons
qualifying in one of seven
categories would get a tax
break for a two-year, period
from January 1, 1979 through
December 31, 1980. The credit
is 50 percent of first -year
wages up to 96,000 and 25
percent during the second
year.
Garbage Going
LAS VEGAS (AP -
Mounds of garbage which
have been ripening in the
desert sun will soon disappear
from the neon-lit streets of Las
Vegas. •
Some 250 sanitation workers
ended an 11-day strike
Monday after voting to accept
a new three-year contract
providing an 8.4 percent wage
increase. Joseph Anstett, vice
president of one of the com-
panies struck, said collection
may run' a little behind
schedule, but the firm hoped
to have all the trash picked up
by Saturday.
John Hodgkin, TJTC
coordinator for the depart-
ment, says the Bureau for
Manpower Services has en-
tered into non-financial
agreements with Kentucky's
five prime sponsors of federal
CET A programs. the Veterans
Administration and the Social
Security Administration, and
soon hope to enter an
agreement with the state's
Bureau of Rehabilitation
,Serviees. The agreements
say, according to Hodgkin,
that Manpower Services
-would like to be the single
point of contact in the local r
labor market areas for
responding to applicant" and
employer- inquirieLabOut the ,
progrpm.
The department has
launched a campaign to in-
form Kentucky employers and
eligible persons about the
program. Advertisements
have been submitted to
several magazines. Also,
. mailers with a return card will
be sent to employers to sound
out their interest in par-
ticipating in the program.
Seven groufSS are targAkr





- Youths aged 18-24 who




- Vietnam veterans under--
age 35 who are economically
disadvantaged.










With Godic Bread and 2 Price On




Super Special For Kids 1/2 Pr,reSpaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
includes As Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good





- Ex-offenders who are
economically disadvantaged
and are hired within five years
after conviction or release.
- Recipients of general
assistance for at least 30 days.
"If an employer hires an
individual from one of the
seven target groups men-
tioned," Hodgkin explained,
-and if Manpower determines
that individual to be eligible,
the employer can receive a
tax credit. Employers can
claim credit on. an employee
hired after September 26, 1978,
providing the employee was in
one of the target groups and
met eligibility requirements
when he was hired." -
Through the end of May, 377
individuals were determined
eligible tor the program by the
Manpower Services Bureau.
Youth applicants numbered
231. Seven were handicapped
and 112 were ex-offenders.
Of the 377 applicants, 134
persons were issued tax credit
certifications. Hodgkin said
all 134 art working, either in




Next time you get the urge 10
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway.
the state's most complete play=
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features
FT 650 tt. on Beach & Ocean
7 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites a Apartments
El Restaurant & Lounge
Night Club, Dancing
Entertainment
O 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
---Ptayground
C Volleyball & Shuffleboard
0- Basketball, Game Room
ID Sauna, Exercise Rooms
o Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
C Tennis & Golf Privileges
• 65 Miles to Disney World
- • Deily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
Come play in our p4ayground.
its Daytona's most complete




• 2075 S Atlantic Ave
P.O. Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla 32016
1 
Ph (904) 255-6461
Please send new color







300 South Nth St. Adjacent to The Hospital.
With Fast Friendly Service
for your Convenience.
SHOP AT BEGLEY'S (I)
0 u 101.2
AM) SAVE!
Open Alon. Thru Sat. 9 A.M to 6 P.M
FIRE SCHOOL - Ainongth*-1,400 participants from across the state who atteuded the 50th annual Kentucky FireSchool, June 4-6, at the University of Kentucky, were these employes of the Fisher-Price Toy Co., Murray. The menare, from left, Tom -Leiiellyn, James D. Wynn, Billy Salentine, and Don Newberry.
Local Firemen
Attend School
Jackie Cooper, Murray Fire
Chief; Amos M. McCarthy and
Jim Shropshire, inembers of
the Murray Fire Department;
and Ronnie Barnett, of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad, were among 1,401)
firemen from across the state
who attended the 50th annual
Kentucky Fire School June.-4
at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Participants received In-
struction and training in
numerous subjects, such as
firefighting strategy and
tactics, fire prevention, arson
investigation and urban and
rural firefighting.
Approximately 200 firemen
attended the school in 1929, the
first fire school of its kind in
the nation. The school's
purpose, to- Improve the
Inetods of firefighting and







• NEW DOUBLE PROTECTION



























































• VA H I'EoPLE -- ---'.0 SYSTEM
• "6/N uLTRA THW TLEXMLE SHAVING
.TENS SHArT WHISKERS RAZOR CLOSE
• ••,Ouf PINTEREP" CUTTER FOLLOWS
_P -0 SHAt.E S-tIAT HAIRS


















EKTRA 1 CAMERA OUTFIT
• WITH THE KODAK TELE EKTRA I CAMERA OUTFIT
YOU CAN BRING YOUR SUBJECT PNICE AS CLOSE
WITH THE FLIP OF A LEVER
SIMPLE TO USE AND TAKES
GREAT PICTURES
OUTfiT COMPLETE WITH



























• NEW TO DEGREE SHAVING HEAD
• .141 STEEt SLAMS
• SUPER MOCIIIOGROOVE $41'A-05
• ITS Do VOLTAGE SELEcToo swith•
. A • NEW POP 00 SIDEBURN AND
MOUSTACHE TRIMMER
43.48
HA( KARATE ENGLISH LEATHER
"TOP GUY"
SOAP GIFT SET
ON A ROPE NCLUDES AFTER SHAVE &COLOGNE-
2. Ot EACH5 OZ MUSK COLOGNE &AFTER SHAVE -
'/2 OZ. EACH1.25 4 44HALF PRICE SPECIAL / 0725 VALUE)
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PI EAPPLE n oz. 59c
A
PRICES GOOD JUNE ,13 THROUGH JUNE 19



























DETERGENT 3 LB $299
ga  "n" 
MEN BUNT CUT GREEN













ROUND STEAK L.. 999















POT ROAST Ls. $199
LB. 
$1 29





OSCAR MAYER PORK SAUSAGE
$189
IGA 3 OZ. ALL VARIETIES LUNCH
MEATS 2 PKG. $1
LINKS
KRAFT SALAD
DRESSINGS soz 59c SYRUP
TEA 4 In• $239 LACIPOIE JUICE 
LIPTON INSTANT LEAF
KRAFT KRAFT PM ORANGE









HAMBURGER BUNS um 2/99c
ISA UNLEASH WHAT RYE BUNNY POWDERED






  4 PK.
  4 PK.
EGGS
KRAFT AMERICUS
69c SINGLES OIL 69c
LYSOL







PRODUCE 2u BAG 49c
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County Elementary Honor Roils-
Names ot 'students on the
honor rolls for the six weeks
and semester at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
have been released by Roy





Christy 4Nance, Carrie Ann
Paschall, and Mark Waldrop.
Grade Seven--Cindy
Anderson, Sheila Alexander,
Billy Cooling, Mark Cooper,
Tina Cooper, Jeff Dowdy,
'Micah Edwards, Shannon
, _Ford, Kenda Hester, Denny
Jones, Rhonda McAlister,
Southwest. visums
Chris Sheridan, Jennifer Rice,
Jinee Sims, Renee 'Taylor,
Tim Williams, Daron Wilson,
Lori Windsor, Kari Larson,
Lori Steely, and Melissa
Fticherson.
Grade Eight-Carl Ander-
son, Kerry Erwin, Mark
Hutson, Billy Pool, Regina




Dunn, John Hassell, Melissa
Herndon. Christy Nance,
Andrea Nesbitt, Michael





















































































































































Mark Cooper, Greg Douglas,
Jeff Dowdy, Micah Edwards,
Shannon Ford, Rhonda
McAlister, Chris Sheridan,
Jennifer Rice, Janee Sims,
Renee Taylor, Tim Williams,
Daron Wilson, Kari Larson,
Lori Steely, Melissa
Fticherson, and Kari Larson.
Grade Eight-Carl Ander-
son, Donna Coles, Jeff But-
terworth, Kerry Erwin.
Kenneth Futrell, Mark Hut-





Bob Allen, principal of East
Calloway Elementary, School,
has released the honor rolls
for the last six weeks and for




Dawn Hale,. Joanna Herndon,
John Kelso, Tony Lovett, Brad
Skinner, Tina Boyd, and
Karen Tolley. -
Grade Seven-Daysha
Smith, Lisa Myers, Evy
Jarrett, Lisa Chaney, Jay





Houghton, Tina Housden, Lisa
Maddox, Nancy Miller, Paula
Underhill, Dale Torsak,
Teresa Ragsdale, all A's,




Jeanetta Geurin, Dawn Hale,
Joanna Herndon, John Kelso,
Tony Lovett, Tammy Thomas,
Brad Skinner, Molena Nor-
sworthy, Lori Yarbrough, Jon
Seeling, Ashley Miller, and
Tina Boyd.
_Grade_
Smith, Lisa Myers, Evy
Jarrett, Lisa Chaney, Jill
Childress, Bill Chaney, Jay
Herndon, Beth Hooks, Tammy
Lusk, Amy McCage, and
Gerald McCuiston.
Grade Eight-Vincent Alton,
Ronnie Bryan,, Perry Cooper,
Paula Underhill, Rick
Wagoner, Can Price, Teresa
Ragsdale, Jeff Garrison, Mike
Holloway, Lisa Maddox, and
Nancy Miller.
stibu-Morthenom,41ftwas
The honors for the six weeks
and semester at North
Calloway Elementary School
have been released by Jim
Feltner, princirial. as follows:
Six Weeks
Grade Six-Angie Balentine,
Claim Crick, Debbie Ingram,
Jeannie Rule, Rodney Tucker,
Mark Bazzell, Molly Imes,
Rebecca Jones, Janna
•Hopkins, David Lamb, and Jill
Riley.
Grade Seven-Danny Pruitt,





John Mark Roberts, Keith
Allbritten. Tracy Beach,




Daina Crick, Debbie Ingram,
Lori Parker, John Mark Potts,
Jeannie Rule, Mark Bazzell,
Vicki Edwards, Molly Imes,
Rebecca . Jones, Angie
Shawver, Mike Keeling, David
Lamb, Eric Roberts. Lisa
Robinson, Janne Hopkins,
Kris Starks, and Robby
Stephens.
Grade Seven-Steve French,
Lori, Burkeen. and Mylinda
Mitchell.
Grade Eight-Cindy Bazzell,
Doug Brown, Gina Coy,
Raymond Grady, Gabble Sch-
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POR A SUCK 1L LIST




ZN wA/148E6/ ViGe_A&E --7HECHOPPER LAN05 WITH A ROARANC' IX/5T C'L0u05.0 ,




IIP"' • , 4
7076 ‘.15)
1-LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE-
BID INVITATION -
The Murray Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for gasoline to be used
for the 1979-80 school year. Bids are to be
received by June 27, 1979 at 12:00 Noon at
the Murray Board of Education Office,
Poplar at Ninth, Murray, Kentucky.
Specifications are on file at the Board Of-
fice.
The Board reserves the right to reject








Fire (City) . _753-1441
Fire (County) . . _753-69.52
_Foster Parenta__. 753-5362
Hospital • .753-5131
Hunt...Rts. Corn. . .753-0849
Humane Sec _ 759-4141
Learn To Read. .753-2288
Needline • 753-NEED
Parents' Anon. . ... 753-1792 .
Poison Control . _753-7588
Police 753-1621
Rescue Squar  753-6952
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Sheriff • 753-3151
State Pol. .1-800-592-5401
This list ot telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
THIS IS THE FIRST
TIME IN Ari'? LIFE I'VE

















be submitted bY 12












30 Inch insulated top-
per for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
REAL OLD fashioned
hickory smoked bar b-q, by
the shoulder or by the pound, •
packaged to go at Big Joe's









eye , 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Nib-
















Jacob is Foetid" 759-
4445.
GOD IS LOVE. I 'John
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His .
rightousness, and all these
tnIngs shall be added. unto '
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759.
4600 Bible Facts- and Free
Store Hear our broadcast







Sports 7 53- 1918
Retail Display
vertising 753- 1 9 19
Classified Display,'
Classifies!, Circu/ati-
on ond the Business
Office may Ile.
reached on 7 53 -
























WHAT 99E--dcr brit 44--care.
Needline, 753 6333.
PUBLIC HEARING
There W-11110 a Public flearlim on-Saturday,--Ape
23. 1929, at 2:00 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center
concerning the South 641 Water District. This will
provide water and fire hydrant facilities from the
southern City Limits of Murray on 641 to the Ten-
nessee border, and will include water and sewer
facility improvements in the City of Hazel and its
environs. All interested persons are urged to attend.
For further information call 492-8590.
TOWN MEETING •
There will be a town meeting on Satu4lay, June
23, 1079 at 1:00 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center
cOncerning the City's Community Development
Program. The progress of the grant application and
application rating processes and the com-
mencement of construction activities will be major
topics of discussion. All residents of Hazel are urged
to attend. For further information, call the Hazel











3. CARD OF THANKS
WE THE family of Lillian
McClard, wish to thank
everyone for the many kind
expressions of sympathy
during the loss of our Dear
Mother and Grandmother
Thank you for the many
lovely flowers, plants, and
cards, and for the all the food
brought to our homes.
We appreciate, so much, the
thoughtfulness of our friends
who stayed the night. .
The beautiful music provided
by the Sugar Creek Quartet,
will be remembered Thank
you, it was leveiy.
ThankA to Bro. Gerald Owen
and Bro. J.M. Byrn, the
tervtte wirs so
beautiful. The words spoken
have been a comfort to us.
To the pallbearers our many
'thanks.
'Our sincere thanks to the the
Max Churchill Funeral
Hcime, for their_ many kin
messes.
Most of all, thani you for
your many pray'rers. May
God Bless You. Joe, Margie,




MINDED young woman, 21-
32, needed to assist in grape.
peeling fulfillment project.
No experience necessary.
Send resume with hand
writing sample to Grape,
Box 231, JMurra* Kentucky
42071.
'PART TIME help day and
night shift Apply at Bob's
Drive In, 810 Chestnut
Street, between 8 10 am and









hands; willing to learn
new specialized skills.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 32 U, Murray, Ky.
RECEPTIONRT - CLERK.
Full time, Monday through
Friday-. Apply in person at
Stone Lang Co , 206 South 4th
Street.
WANTED PERMANENT
lob for a reliable woman, to
do housework 3 or 31/2 days
per week, would be
responsible for 2 childien
-some of the time. Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 635.
4500 after 3pm. 
WAITRESS WANTED.
Apply at Gallimore's
Restaurant ink el., KY.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
person to babysit and clean...
Call 753-9474.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
BABYSI_TTING IN my home.
Call 753-0347.
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm, 437-4617.
to. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
GOOD ESTABLISHED
business in Bel Air Shopping
Center. For further in
formation call 7530675. 
RUN YOUR own Snowball
buSiness. For information
call 1-439.4095.
14. WANT TO BUY
ltrNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 8838.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527-
1315. 
WANT TO buy 10 speed
bicycle Call after 4 pm, 767
4316._
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1962 INTERNATIONAL
MOBILE home; 1964 Ford
pickup truck; 100 watt utility
Pole. C81r437 4128
NEW HOSPITAL beds, in
nerspring mattress, baby
bed with innerspring mat-
tress. and Sunbeam vacuum
and attachments. Call 753
5173 after 7 pm. 
WE BUY and sell used air





glass dinette, etc.. Call 753-
8777 and ask for Mr. Jackson
CHROME DINETTE set,
$18. Call 753 8924.
COUCH, TWO chairs; dorm 
Sizerefrigerator; 21" cofor
t.y., cabinet style; stereo
record_play!_r. Calf 753 5525
FOR SALE: beautiful white
velvet couch and chair, $150,
Also 21 toot chest freezer,
$50 753 8598.









I "NIT'Ac,"CLEANERSkor factAzy authorized partssales, and service call 101142-7819 Located at 102 WWashington St Court SquarePeru. Th
19. FARM EQUIP.
GOOD USED garden tiller. 3
hp, $75 Call 489 2440 after 5
Pm. 
JOHN DEERE 95 combine.
Quick attach header, floating
cutter bar, 1969 model John
Deere 444 corn header, ex
celle,nt condition. John Deere
10 ft. cultimulcher 753-4003
after noon.
NEARLY NEW Pittsburgh 4
row cultivator, $1000 Call




Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
Sales, Parts andService. 442
9396.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753.3321.
SUPER SAVING On 'carpet
and vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint, in stock
wallpaper: discontinued
carpet samples, and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom 'picture framing.
Sherwin Williams. 7533)21
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers, Rex's Worm
Farm, lrvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 4365894.
26. TV-RADIO
WANTED. RESPONSIBLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color t v. under warrenty.
Also used t.v.'s. Clayton's J
& B Music. 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
COOL, CLEAN, spacious,
12560, 1974 V. Central air,
two bedrooms, tie downs,
skirting, storage shed 436.
2625.
1975 DOUBLE- WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large oarage-T- located in
K irksey: Call 489.2248 after 5
FOR SALE: 12 X 55 mobile
home in Fox Meadows. Cti I
527 3928.
1973 GUERDON. 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished Price
13250. Call 753-2762. 
-1 MOBILE HOMf,S. 1971, 12
X 60, 2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central air, fully furnished
and underpinned 1972, 12 X
50, 2 bedroom, air con
ditioned, Iurnished, and
underpinned. 1974, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, all elec
tric, central air, dishwasher,
fully furnished, carpeted:
and underpinned Call James
at 7537124 or 436 2430 after 6
Pm.
MOBILE HOME for sale in'
Fox Meadows, 12x65, 2
bedroom, double sink bath,
gas heat, window air,
washer, dryer, fully fur-
nished Excellent condition.
$4500. Call 753-0364.
1978 MOBILE HOME, 12x50,
excellent condition. Call 753-
(3320.
12x50 TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, carpeted and
underpinned. $2900.  436-2430.
12x60 TWO BEDROOM, 2
baths, central air, un-
derpinned, 14500 436 2430,
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
HOUSE TRAILER for rent 2
bedroom, located in Murray.
Call 489 2118
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489 2533.
21. HEATING & COOLING
AIR CONDITIONER 18000
BTU. 2 years old. Call 753
0250.
GOOD USED air conditioner,
















32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT new 2 bedroom
duplex, appliances fur
nished. 753 3465.




apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal,
vvastier and dryer hookrip, •
central air Call 753 7550
34. HOUSES FOR RENT  
-- FOR RENT 5 wry
furnished house_ county. 751 57v3
PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray's Citizen Advisory Com-
mittee will hold a public hearing on June 25, 1979, at
7100 p.m. in the City Hall Buildii.g.
The purpose of this meeting is to allow citizen par-
ticipation and comments prior to submission of the
final application to the area office of the Depart-
merit of Housing and Urban Development on or
be4ore June 30, 1979.
This Vea?'s application 1i11 speoiliVY adc1tesS"
$500,000 worth of eligible activitiek'intihrteu.sing
Assistance Plan regulations and contents will be
reviewed and presented for public comment.
All interested citizens and citizen groups are in-
vited to attend and participate.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!














Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
EIGHT NICE pigs. Noble L.
Hurt, 474 2301. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC REGISTERED Boxer
puppies. Call 759.-1213 or 753-
1261. 
BOXER AT Stud, AKC
champion pedigree. 753-0347. 
COCKER PUPS, AKC
registered, black and buff.
$75 each. 753-0667. ' 
ESKIMO SPITZ, white,
male, great with children.
Excellent watch dog, $25,
Phone 759.1891. 
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Cocker pups. Call 753 4575.-
•LABRADOR RETR1EQER
puppies, AKC, grand sire,
First Knight. All shots and
wormed, $100 Also available
Great Danes 5,50 and up.




Champion bloodline, AKC. 10
to 12 inches, full grown. Call
753 5421 after 5 pm.
34. PETS-SU/PLIES. 
SIAMESE KITTENS for
sale. 436 5856. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 1633 Farmer.
Antique lawnmowers.
FIVE PARTY yard sale
Cloth/5, toys, Avon bottles,
furniture, antiques ahd Soon.
Lot 28 Riveria Courts, off of
641. Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, 8 till 5. Cancelled if
rains 
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
West of Coldwater on High-




Friday and Saturday ,at
William's Body Shop,
industrial Road. New items
every week. 
MOVING SALE! AKC Collie,
1 -year old; girls clothes, sizes
5,6,7; tape recorder, 10
gallon aquarium and fix
tures; odds and ends. Can be
seen third house down past
Oak Country !Club, on Oak
Country Club Road, after
5 30. 
WOVING SALE! Dining
mom Su_ite, chairs, oval
table, and china cabinet; 2
occasional tables; octagon
end table; bamboo chair.
Excellent condition. Also a
recliner. Phone 7594503. 
TWO PARTY yard sale.
Thursday and Friday, 8 WIS.
Furniture, men's clothing,







Thursday, 'Jurre 14th, 12 to 6,
Friday 7 to 6, and Saturday 7
to noon. 503 Poplar.
YARD SALE' Don't miss
these unbelievably low
prices. Clothing, furniture,
kitchen items., and much,
much more. Four families
With many new items to sell
at next to nothin' prices. All
items must go • your chance
for real bargains so don't
miss this one! Friday and
Saturday 9 till 5, 407 South
1 1 th St
PENNTRILE TOURS OFFERS:
NEW ENGLAND IN THE FALL
OCT. 8-18-1979
OIN Ti NEWTS A SUM ME IAA KEN MOD Ti TIE NEW
noun MP. NAM META Si IIITEREST, remesnruia SITUP
°SEPTET, PUS TIMMS COMIECTIEIT Ti PBSVISEINIE, Ii. MIT
M.T111111111 PUITATISI, M.111011T11 IKE, MORE SATFLOWEIL
TWO METRIC OSUMI 05 CAMSIOIL LEM AT
LISSFELLIETS WATEIN ill. ILSOCEETER Ti ESINI PONT,
TEEM VETE PINS Ti WEE Ti POSTIMM, TIEN Ti ACME
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203 S. 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-2827 (After 500 P.M.)
41. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE, Saturday,
June 16th, 8 am Furniture,
dishes, odds and ends. Kelly
Smith's place next to New
Concord Grocery.
43. REAL ESTATE
COME SEE for yourself...10
acres ml with timber, well,
septic tank, strawberry
patch, grape vines, apple
trees and 2 small buildings
for your horses...We also
have- 46 acres m I with 33
lendable A.C. and
D. F tobacco,
soybean tucked away in the
country yet close to all
necessities. Call 753-







different? Then take a
look at a delightful
change. This 3







room. Take a look







t978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTY in the city.
Approximately 5 acres inside
the .city limits with city
conviences. Also included is




Beautiful new home sitting
on approximately 3 acres.
Tri• level with all amenities
for gracious living. Large
rooms, fireplace and away
from the hub bub of the city.
Must see and owners need to





*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fres Delivery O. Presaiottiens In City Limits
"i11111111EINF 





Caldwell County High School
Marion Rd .Hwy, 91
Princeton, Kentucky
June 15 - June 16
20 Dealers
EVERYTHING FOR SALE
Fri. lune 10 - 10:00 to 8:00 PM
Sat. lune 16' 10:00 to 5:00 PM
Tickets At The Door
Jean Schaer, Show Manager
Route 1, Box 82-
Calvert City, KY. 42029
Phone 1-502-898-7157
Sponsor












'Dairy & Poultry Buildings
'Garages
.ALUMINUM OR STEEL SIDING





South 17th at Sy carrior•
TELEPPIONE 753'1651
You wouldn't believe
the comforts found in-





kitchen. See it today!
ONLY YOUNG once! Make
the most of the best years of
your life..., prestigious
location, spacious ten room
home, gracious architectural
style, enviable utility bills.
Designed with the whole




acres with- 2 year round
creeks...3 bedrooms, 2 bath
split-level nestled in 15 acre
m 1.. .May wig suggest an
early call to 753







leisure! One of the
remaining few ex-
cellent main lake
water front lots in a
restriged area. Black
top road, community
water in street, on
school and mail route.




12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake.
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
(oyes, dam side of JohnothanCreek Easy access fromBenton Aurora area. The




3 bedroom, 2 bath








price - low 60's. Listed
through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. Look
for our new' 'signs
everywhere!
NOW YOU'RE DELIBERATELY PA
MENTION JUST TO CONSE 












floor. Lots of elbow




23 ACRES, NICE -building
site. All fenced and sowed
down. Small lake, on black
top, about 5 miles East. Also
42 acres about 2 miles north
of -Coldwater, good bottom
land, 'no buildings. Possesion
with deed. Only S71..500
Galloway Realty, 522 Main





PrMessiona I Se mces
With Tr. Friendb,Toueb"
3 BR., P-2 bath By.,
large kitchen-family





bedroom, 3 bath, colonial on
large. tree' shaded lot gives
country space with modern
conveniences. Equipped
kitchen next to the patio will
have everyone in the family,
Cven the cook, .out to enjoy
Summer sunrise breakfasts.
Civality construction for
lasting value and extra
acreage available for your
private hedge against' in-
Uation. Call the real estate -
professionals at Guy Spann
Realty, 753.7724, R.248.
Purdom & Thurman








With liveF riendly Touch
Lakeview cottage.
Completely furnished
on a large wooded lot
at a price that makes
sense to your budget.
Call us today for
details.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
FOUR ACRES in Calloway
County, 2 miles flortheast of
Kirksey at intersection of
Ezell and Palmer Road
Clear titleguarenteed Call 1
554 2226. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
30 ACRES WITH 1500 feet
road frontage, fenced with,,
pond, one mile east of
Hardin, ! s mile off Highway
80 on black top road. Call 437
4633
44. HOMES FOR SALE,
FIVE BEDROOM brick
veneer house, 2,200 square
feet, basement, 1's bath,
large family room, fireplace
in living room, breakfast
nook, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
central gas heat, 52 gallon
glass lined electric hot water
heater, front patio, lot 60 X
150, excellent location, 704
 Olive, near Health center.
„„library, Middle School.
INC.:Priced to • sell at $42,750.
ji Showed by appointment-only,




white aluminum siding house
at 216 trvan.- -Trim has been
freshly painted. Carport,
utiltiy and storage, carpeted,
air conditioner and gal
heating system like new:
Extremely low heating bills.
Near Elementary School_
Priced in low 520's. Call 753-
3543 or 753-3959 after 5 pm. 
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
'patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with WD connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets. Low 560's.
Appointment- only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1972 450 HONDA, GOOD






Prole. ssi Sen, ices
With The Friendly Intact-
1 yr. old B.V., 3 BR. 2
baths, heat pump, kit-
chen & appl. beamed
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, 2 car
garage. Upper 60's.
522,000 BUYS A 60 X 12
furnished mobile home, 2 bay
concrete block shop building
on a one acre lot. Located on
Overbey road. R 238. Call
Guy Spann Realty, 753.7724.














spacious lying room, galley
kitchen 3 bedrooms
arranged so that you can
have privacy, all this plus
garage located on wooded
lot, approx:mately 2500 sq.














level home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine closets,
large rooms including
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace, central











Walls, windows, floors and carpet Free estimater
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night
_TIORNBUCKLE BABALK.SNOI__  .
*ma
NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00Price of
NAIRCIIT $2.00 PRICE SNARE $1.75







Floored and ready. Up to 12 z 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 14
a 60 Buy the best for lessi."‘ °""d Fr"' hi'







5,000 miles, mounted on 4
white spoked rims, fits
Toyota pickup. Call after 9
am, 753-4307. 
FOUR QFZ' 78-14 GOODYEAR
American Eagle radials,
white walls, less than 10,000
miles, excellent condition.
Call 759.1189 after 6:30 pm. 
49. USED CARS
1974 -Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, mutt sell.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.
1972 AUDI 100 LS, air con-
ditioned, sun roof, AM-FM
radio, automatic. 753-4506. 
1975 BUICK REGAL, 2-door,
silver, perfect condition. Call
753.7108 or 753-6802. 
1974 CAMARO LT, many
extras, $2900. Call 753-9834
after 5 pm. 
1972 CHEVY, 4.000R,
"Vier'-ifeering and brakes
$495. Phone 759-1801. 
FOR SALE: 1972 Chrysler
Newport, 4-door with air,
good gas mileage, 5475. 753-
9821 _ 
FOR SALE: 1973 Cutlass S.
Extriiharp Phone 753 9872
•
I 1972 Chevy Impala ingood condition. CAN753-9964 after 5 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
power. AM-FM tape, black
wire wheels, 25,000 miles,
excellent condition, 54200
492-8837 or 753.5940. 
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, 51950. Phone
354.6217. 
1978 : LTD - ft Brougham,
clean, 22,000 miles, AM-FM 8
track, air, excellent con
dition. 753-3043. 
1974 MONTE CARLO mid
night blue with white vinyl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767-2557. 
1977 PINTO CRUISE wagon,
AM-FM radio, 8 track tape
stereo system, automatic
transmission, power
steering,- 26,000 actual miles,




50, USED TRUCKS 
1956 CHEVROLET PANEL
van camper with all ac
ceSSories. Good running
condition. Price, 5300 or best
otter. Call 437 4399---or 437
4395. 
1971 CHEVY TRUCK with
camper, 39,000 ago' miles.
Phone 498-8376. 
1977 FORD PICKUP, 37,000
miles, good condition. 753
1675 from 8 till 5 or 753-2615 or
753 2495 evenings.
1966 FORD PICKUP, V8,
gas mileage, in fair con
dition, $1050. Call 753-2460. 
FOR SALE: 1962 GMC long
wheel base-pickup, custom
cab, V6, good condition,
needs trans work. 5100. 753
9872.
FORD, 1971, CREW cab
pickup, 390 engine, power
steering, automatic Iran




contained, located I n
Kenlake trailer park, High-
way 94, 100 yards from
Kenigike -
474 8843
TOPPER, TO fit short whet.'
base pickup Call 753 8780 or
753 6827
Sl. BOATS & MOTORS
17' TRI HULL
FIBERGLASS boat stid
trailer, S650 Phone 4362
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
BOAT HOUSE and 33 ft.
Chris Craft Cruiser Boat
house is SO ft. by 20 ft., fur
nished living space,
chemical toilet, in good
condition. Cruiser is 1949
wodhull, twin engines,
chemmical toilet, sleeps six,
repaired and bottom painted
one year ago, in good con
dition, located near Cypress
Bay Resort. Must sell set
tling state. Both Cruiser and
boat house for $10,500
Cruiser only S6000. Call (901)
232-8375. 
FOR SALE: 1972 Glasstron
16' boat and 1972 Vhnson 125
hp motor. Also an older
camper trailer,- cheap.--After
6 pm, call 759-1274 or 489
2148. 
HOUSEBOAT, 31 FOOT
Water House, 150 hp Chrysler
Marine engine, I 0. Sleeps 6,
very good condition. Can be
seen at Kenlake Marina, Slip
40 Call owner at 314-471-6456 
1974, Ia.', MARK TWAIN, 1.15
hp Mercury motor, excellent
condition, $3200. Call after 6
pm, 753-9244. 
SILVERLiNE 16 FOOT Tri-
hull 75 hp Johnson Stinger
motor plus trailer, all 76
model. $3000 firm. Call 489.
2248 atter 5 pen. 






FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753 6123. 
ADDITIONS, REPAIR worli.
circulating ,fireplaces.
roofing, Insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
'395 4967 or 3.362 4895. 
BUSHHOGGING,
BUILDING tear downs, lot
clearing. Call 753-2418 bet-
ween B am and 9 pm. , 
BINKLEY CON •
STRUCTION No job too
large, no job too small. High
quality work. Free
estimates. Call 763-6969 and
ask for Mark. 
COMPARE AND save on




and efficienf service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,





or dry cleaning. Call Lee's:
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753.8085. .
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
Lauds. white rocked and
graded, brown and white pea
gravel. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4pm. , 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps'? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343. 
DOG GROOMI-NG. All
breeds. • By appointment.
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510. 
EXTERIOR HOUSE pain
ting, done by experienced
painter with professional
care. Free estimates. Call
753 6185 •







53. SERVICES OFFERED 
AIR COMPRESSORS andair
tools repaired. Sales. Parts,
and Service. 442-9396.  
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 23)0 for
free estimates for your
need .






remodeling, also new homes






753.2310-for free estimates. 
r,omE REPAIRS; exterior
and 'interior painting, car•
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and
patios built, rooms paneled.
492.8615. 
1NSUCATION BLOWN in by
Sears. save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates. 
INTERIOR AND exterior
painter, Also spray paint
Moblte homes. 753.474 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating
Phone 753.1537. 
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. Parts. New and used






53. SERVICES OFFERED 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
ant7 gas installation, will do
_plumbing. heating and air
conditioning Call 753 7243. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and smati
jobs a speciality, also pat




aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single acid double,
in colors. Phone 751 1873. 
ODD JOBS done. Call 753
6363 and ask for Mark.
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes_ 15 years
experience. Call 435.4173. - 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag Itme, also hav_e
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6763 or 753 4545. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co- Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442.7026.
- WILL DO plumbing, healing
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the









bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
•anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl






103.5 acre farm east of Gob o in Calloway county.
50 acres top-notch bottom land, 50 acres of gently
rolling. New 30' x 60' pole barn and a two bedroom
home. Owner might sell in two tracts call
Broadway Realty
Mayfield, Kentucky
Mary Ruth Wright 247-0400
or 247-2523





















Shop Settle Workman," Downtown Shopping Center, Where-TOilitivniys riargAelity
Merchandise At A Reasonable Price, We Appreciate Your Business.
 SETTLE-WORKMAN
Eastside Court Square
PAGES-8 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES. Wednesday, June LI, IM •
mc=111
GRAND OPENING S
Your New K mart
Opens Soon at
700 U.S. 641 North
(ACROSS FROM ROY STEWART STADIUM)
Save on Health
and Beauty Aids
Health and beauty cost less
with discounts from K mart!
Check ovt our fine selection




lotions.. All at super savings!
Men's and Boys
Quality Clothing
It's quatity, high fashion and
neat fit when his shopping
stop is K mart! Sport coats,
dressy suits or slacks, leisure
and school clothes,work out-
fits . underwear and outer-
wear are here for dad and all
the boys'. Tailored forextra-
,, long_livear.pm_ed for thrift!
.rali4(adiffrn
More for your Money in
Fashions 'n Accessories
There's no price tag on good taste. and
K mart,has fashions to prove/Al AM the
newest colors and looks are here c abun-
dance—sizes and styles for every age or _
--figure, in today's loveliest, most care-
free fabrics. The most fashionable looks
at prices you can't afford to miss!
I
'SATISFACTION ALWAYS'
It's a big K mart difference— our
-411"`plettge, backed by 80 years of set-.
vice. It means yob must be satis—
fied with any K mart- purchase—
or we'll replace; it, or refund
your 'money promptly, with no







With the Most of the Best, for Less
Coast to coast, K mart—the fastest-growing
"saving place" in America—offers most!
You'll find the most tremendous discount prices
on most every kind of first-quality name-
brand product imaginable, for most every need.
You can use your bank credit card for most
convenient shopping in K mart's more than 50
departments.. .with the utmost assurance
of "Satisfaction Always". Visit your nearby
K mart soon. Discover that shopping and
saving at K mart is more than a thrift-
trip.., it's a most exciting adventure!
Automotive Center
Service and Parts
Car-care's a breeze when you rely
on K mart's dependable work and
super-low,discount prices! Wheth-
er it's tires, shocks, brakes, a
tune-up,muffler,or an oil change,
our trained mechanics do it right.
And do-it-yourselfers find the
right parts, at 'the right price!
Shoes for Everyone
Value, style, comfort and fit! An
excellent variety for men, women
and children —everything from
dress shoes to insulated work
boots and tennis sneakers to
slippers. A parade of styles, all
priced to please your budget, too!
Camera Department
Famous-make cameras to suit your
need. Slide and movie projectors,
film, flash equipment. Plus photo
developing backed by K mart's
"goof-proof" policy : if you don't like
any print we process, we'll refund




Use your bank credit card to shop at
K mart And ask about installment credit






No brm, ..t•flhon' is to have every
advertised item in stock on our 'nerve's
If an SOverlosod item is not Maids OW tor
OurCnise due to any unkareseen
reason. K mart will issue a Ram Check
on request tor the-merchandise to be
purchased at the sale price whenever
available or wilt WI you a comparable
estatIty item Ill comparable reducbon
on proce Our pOttcy rs to give our











K mart competition cen-
ter for athletes young or
old! Very competitive
equipment for major
sports, camping, hunt -
ing,f ishing —at very corn- -
petitive prices! National
brands and our. own




Clothing for the kiddies—every-
thing from creepers to school
togs,in today's most wanted fab-
rics. Fashion looks for boys or
girls, big on quality, long on
wear,and low in price! Come see!
Distinctive Jewelry
An exciting display of design
and craftsmanship. VVomen's and
men's latest watches ... rings,
necklaces, bracelets,. chains.





your kitchen—and more! Names
Everything ye x•arlitecl,fos,
you know, like West Bend and
General Electric — a fabulous
selection backed with our pledge
of "Satisfaction Always" — all
discount-priced.
a
•
a
